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OIL-FREE
TECHNOLOGY
FOR PREMIUM
AIR QUALITY
Premium, clean and reliable compressed
air is crucial in many industries.
Sullair’s oil-free scroll and screw technology provides
premium compressed air to a diverse range of them,
including Medical, Pharmaceutical, Food & Beverage
and many more.

Call 1300 266 773 or visit sullair.com.au
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TROX AIR PURIFIER
Safe air
distribution

High air change rates
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up to 1600 m 3 /h
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Extreme quiet
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HEPA-Filter H13
filters more than
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of aerosols
out of the indoor air

NEW
Safe. Clean. Quiet.
High-efficiency filter system with two filter stages
Low power consumption with energy-efficient motors
Plug-in and it works
Available in free standing and ceiling mounted unit
Filter replacements annually
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REGULARS

EDITOR’S MESSAGE

A

s we continue into 2021, some are describing it
as 2020.1 – a revision on what last year was, and
yet in a bazaar way for many 2020 was perhaps
a bit of a blur – special events that were a long time
in the planning were either postponed, cancelled or
significantly modified. This included many personal
events; travel, celebrations, weddings, births – that
would usually involve significant personal interactions
were perhaps more reserved or spontaneous to avoid
lock-downs. As we emerge into the COVID-normal
environment in Australia, with the vaccination rollout teasing us with the anticipation of more social
engagement, we are constantly reminded of our own
personal obligations to limit the spread of COVID.
With the great work being done in our healthcare
settings and right across the Australian community, we
have fared very well, and it is something we should
pause and be grateful for. It’s easy to complain in the
face of lock-downs, and restrictions, but our infection
and mortality rates are certainly the envy of many other
countries.
Planning is well underway for our ‘normal’ IHEA
National Conference in September in Perth, WA –
deferred from September 2020, and when we do gather

it will be somewhat modified as we meet our COVIDSafe obligations. It will be a refreshing opportunity to
get together again in person, so lock in the dates and
plan to head across to beautiful WA for the event being
held September 13th-15th. It presents an excellent
opportunity to make or renew acquaintances with
others sharing your passion for healthcare engineering
excellence and professionalism, to learn from industry
experts and to experience new and emerging
healthcare technologies.
If you’ve never been to an IHEA National Conference,
it is widely described as one of the best technical
healthcare conferences in Australia, focussing specifically
on facility design, construction and operation and
anybody engaged in this space always comes better
informed and equipped.
With the release of the Autumn edition of Healthcare
Facilities, thanks goes to all who have contributed, our
sponsors, stakeholders and publishers for their work
bringing this digital edition to you.

Regards
Darryl Pitcher – Editor
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NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A

s healthcare facility management professionals,
we are well aware that the focus on infection
control and subsequent advancing technology in
this space is one of the big change-agents in our world of
infrastructure-based facility management services.
Emerging from the 2020 pandemic, the importance
of what we all do in our respective roles is gaining pace,
providing new opportunities for our communities to
demand that we use our skills and evolving technologies
to improve healthcare outcomes through enhanced
knowledge of infrastructure elements such as ventilation
and building management systems.
It is no easy feat to predict precisely how the post
COVID world will affect our sector, but lessons from
other industries show significant disruption to legacy
business models. Particularly, the difficulty in predicting
consistency in our supply chains has forced us all to
rethink how we manage procurement appropriately to
ensure the high levels of service delivery our consumers
demand in healthcare.
Sectors such as ours that require high levels of social
intelligence and engineering skill sets are well positioned
to enable adaptation to technological and socioeconomic disruption via offerings like the IHEA LDP
program.
2020 was a challenging year for IHEA and the
challenges continue, but still a lot got done. State
branch professional development events occurred, the
IHEA Young Professionals have had several productive
meetings, planning for the national conference in Perth
is well underway and our first ever national webinar
featuring Dr Norman Swan was a great success.
To get the New Year off on the right track, in April
2021, IHEA NSW is holding the state conference to help

continue and build the conversation. Check out the IHEA
website for more information.
At IHEA forums of this nature, you will hear a lot about
things in your field that will be new to you. These could be
new techniques, new types of equipment, or learn from
thought-leaders.
Attending these forums is an opportunity to meet
with likeminded people and industry peers. IHEA works
to ensure that we continue to make space to bring
together people from all our different geographical
areas who share a common interest field. These events
are designed to be a great way to meet new people in
your field too.
However, something essential for our sector to grow
and develop is to present your ideas and work to others.
It’s good practice in talking about what you do with
various people from similar or related areas. It’s a safe
way to get feedback and new ideas to help provide
perspective about your work and opportunities you
may not have seen yet for taking it to the next level.
Contributing to this periodical or presenting at a PD event
is a great way to do this
IHEA forums are also a good way for people to
meet you. Regardless if you are a middle manager or
a tradesperson, you may meet someone at a break
session, at a presentation or in the hallway. Within a few
minutes, you can make a connection with someone that
could dramatically impact your professional career.
I urge all members to make the effort to attend IHEA
events whether online or in person when and where
possible.
Stay Safe,
Jon Gowdy – IHEA National President
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CEO’S MESSAGE

* Information * Knowledge
* Ideas * Learning

I

recently sat in on a webinar assessing the global
economy and what the trends for 2021 look like.
Business model disruption was cited as a continuing
key aspect and major element of the new world we
live in and where business opportunities will reveal
themselves. The main thrust of the discussion being that
disruption has never been more influential or progressive
than right now coming out of the so-called ‘other side’ of
a global hiatus. Some interesting facts were noted:
Did you know in terms of new technology disruption
and adoption rates:
• Electricity took 46 years to reach 50 million users
• The telephone took 35 years for the same customer
base achievement
• Television took 26 years to gain that level of popularity
• Personal computers a speedy 16 years to capture 50
million of us (for the rest of our natural lives) but not as
fast as Mobile phones in just 13 years
• But the Smartphone blitzed that objective in a mere
4 years!
(source US Census, Wall Street Journal)
These observations are based on US data but I
suspect that possibly in our country these adoption rates
are likely even more dramatic as Australians have been
recognised as ‘early adopters’ well ahead of the rest
of the world with new technology particularly. Another
characteristic to contemplate with this backdrop is that
technology disruption is not linear in its manifestation - it’s
spectacularly exponential! How quickly did we go from

renting a video (sorry - DVD for anyone younger than
35) to streaming the latest season of any program you
wish from anywhere in the world on your iPad at home!
Talking recently with the IHEA marketing and advertising
vendor who has vast experience nationally over the past
35 years, they remarked that 80% plus of all their work
now is designed and implemented for mobile devices –
Smartphones!
So what about technology disruption in the
workplace? Your workplace? Your industry? Your
industry association perhaps? I doubt too many of us are
doing our jobs the same way we did even 5 years ago
or using all the same business tools. What will that scene
look like in another 5 years?
The challenge is always whether we choose to
recognise the change occurring around us and the
opportunities presented so to properly engage with
and optimise adoption for full advantage of our job,
workplace and industry.
In this day and age, where continuing disruption is the
norm, the issue is; if you cannot be one of the leaders
(ideally), then being an early adopter can provide first
mover advantage, adjusting your business model the
way you want to, to realise new benefits. It is either that,
or accept being merely carried along in the later mass of
followers subject to market momentum, at a tempo set
by others.
We look forward to sharing with you all some news
on extra features and innovations due for release very
soon on the IHEA Logbook App for your mobile, tablet or
desktop PC. Importantly we can take running our own
webinars to another level of convenience, control and
relevance for your institute including event registration
and management with fully automatic recording of
CPD points. The challenge will be to cut through all the
other ‘webinar noise’ out there and deliver topics and
information that really matters to Healthcare Engineering
and Facilities Management.
Best wishes to everyone in or associated with IHEA for
the year ahead and may it be for all of you an easier,
safer and more progressive one than last year was.
Warm regards,
Clive Jeffries – CEO
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QLD BRANCH REPORT

T

he Queensland Branch has recently decided to
commit to the traditional mid year conference, to
be held on 22 and 23 July 2021 in Brisbane. The mid
year event has always been a success for Queensland,
attracting over 60 members to discuss topical issues and
share experiences working in the healthcare industry,
and this year will be no different.
The committee will be reaching out to members,
sponsors and presenters about possible topics with further
details to be released in the near future.

New Members
Membership has been bolstered with new members and
I would like to take the opportunity to welcome Trevor
Welch from Cairns and Hinterland Hospital and Health
Service, David Duncanson from West Moreton Hospital
and Health Service, Aneesh Karan from Metro South
Hospital and Health Service and Dean Cooper from
Opira, SGP Consulting Pty Ltd.
If you would like to communicate with the QLD Branch
via email, please do so at ihea.qld@ihea.org.au .
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IHEA VIC/TAS REPORT ON POSTPONED END OF YEAR LUNCHEON

As our original end of year Luncheon was to be held
at Cargo in the Docklands late November this had to
be cancelled due to COVID-19, the Vic/Tas branch
decided to reorganise this for early February and as it
just happened I had been privileged to have a back of
house tour of the recently renovated famous and historic
Esplanade Hotel on St Kilda‘s upper promenade.
The Esplanade Hotel, commonly known locally as “The
Espy”, is a grand Victorian hotel in the bayside suburb
of St Kilda, in the city of Melbourne, Victoria. First built in
1878, it overlooks Port Phillip from the Upper Esplanade,
and is one of the oldest and grandest hotels in the city.
Famed for its long history of live music, it was the subject
of long community battles to maintain this heritage in the
late 1990s.
The hotel was built in 1878 and remains one of the
earliest, largest and most prominent 19th-century resort
hotels in Victoria. Originally
intended to be three large
terraces, the building was
altered to become a hotel
during construction, and
became one of the premier
hotels in Melbourne outside
the city. The Esplanade Hotel
provided rooms overlooking
Port Phillip Bay, at a time
when St Kilda was both a
suburb of the wealthy, and
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the preferred place to partake of the waters in one of
the many sea-bath establishments for both Melburnians
and visitors.
The Esplanade Hotel was the home of wealthy
philanthropist and National Gallery of Victoria
benefactor Alfred Felton from 1892 until his death
in 1904. The hotel also hosted many famous visitors,
including Mark Twain in the 1880s, and actress Sarah
Bernhardt in 1920.
A large dining room (later known as the Gershwin
Room) in the rear wing was redecorated in Art Nouveau
style in c1910.
In May 2017, The Espy was sold yet again, to
Melbourne-based hospitality group Sand Hill Road, who
have operated and redeveloped licensed venues since
2000. After an extensive $15 Million makeover renovation,
a transformed Espy reopened in November 2018, with
three live music or performance stages, numerous bars
and restaurants, finally renovating and reusing all four
floors, and the basement.
The Esplanade Hotel is reputed to be the longest
continuously running live music venue in Australia. In May
1995, Paul Kelly recorded tracks for his album, Live at
the Continental and the Esplanade (1996), in the hotel›s
Gershwin Room. Since 2005, the SBS music quiz show
RocKwiz has been filmed in the same room. Show host
Julia Zemiro used to work at the hotel as a waitress.

BRANCH REPORTS

We were fortunate to have the Myer Tiger Green
room above booked and all to ourselves. And you can
see some of the other renovations before and after
below.

The Gershwin room where Rockwiz was filmed and
may soon return above.

The Ghost of Alfred Felton Room above.

The transformed corner street public bar where a few
of us enjoyed a few quiet ales while surveying the view
after lunch. The Espy has been reinvested with the just the
right mix of character to reflect the bohemian culture of
St Kilda and the history of the building. Please see below
an email that I received after the event, Simon Roberts
Hi Simon & Steve
Thank you for organising the function at the Espy. We
both enjoyed catching up with old friends and the food
was exceptional. Also, thanks for the impromptu after
lunch tour. The building and its history have been treated
well in the refurb.
Hopefully, we can catch up again next year.
Regards
Jeremy and Karen Bowler

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY Chiller Solutions

Geoclima are a chiller manufacturer that produces highly
efficient and environmentally friendly chiller equipment.
Our most efficient Turbomiser air-cooled chiller uses
Magnetic Bearing Compressors and is equipped with
innovative evaporative system.
Exploiting the natural process of adiabatic cooling, hot
and dry air normally drawn into air cooled condensers
passes through the wet media before reaching the actual
condenser.
The evaporative effect reduces the air temperature
reaching the condenser coil by as much as 8 degrees
increasing the chiller efficiency.
In low ambient temperatures the evaporative pads
automatically move away from the condenser coils to
allow free passage of air reducing fan power.
Power savings of up to 25% can be easily achieved using
this system which is particularly effective in the Southern
parts of Australia.
The TMA ES EC model chillers are also available in low
noise and super low noise versions utilising our Dynamic
Noise Control System.

For more information visit: www.geoclima.com or send an email to sales@geoclima.com.au
Telephone +613 9580 3847
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Ensure the safety,
comfort and productivity
of patients and staff

Mitigate risk and downtime for your healthcare facility through proactive maintenance
of HVAC, Fire and Electrical systems. Regular servicing will help to eliminate and spot any
potential problems before breakdowns. At Grosvenor, we understand that the comfort
of patients and doctors is paramount in hospitals and clinics. The reliable operation of
cooling equipment supporting critical MRI and other medical equipment cannot be
compromised. Our technicians proactively maintain technical assets, ensuring patient-care
continues as usual.

www.gegroup.com.au

HVAC | Fire | Electrical | Advisory
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WA BRANCH REPORT

A

s year 2020 drew to a close, the IHEA Western
Australian branch met for the last time at the
Melville Palmyra Tennis Club for our combined
Sundowner and Awards Evening. In defiance of what
the COVID virus threw at WA during 2020 we were
determined to offer our members and their partners an
opportunity to come together and celebrate the end
of a very different year. Oh, we also threw in a bit of
professional development as a sweetener in form of a
mini State Conference.
The event was well attended with 65 members
enjoying a series of varied presentations.
The afternoon commenced with Ms Sarah Bailey
from QED presenting an entertaining and enlightening
overview of COVID 19. Given that COVID had been
hammered over and over during 2020, I for one came
away with a totally different view of hand sanitiser and
vodka (you had to be there to get the connection)
maybe Sarah could repeat her presentation at this year’s
National Conference and you can hear it for yourself.
Mr Andrew Waugh, Fiona Stanley Hospital’s
Engineering Inspector presented an interesting
overview of a successful “Electrical Black Start Test”
they performed a few months prior. Andrew explained
why such an extreme test was required by graphically
plotting the electrical outcome from an incident they
experienced earlier in 2020. He elaborated on the level
of preparation required and the stresses experienced
in performing the test itself. Andrew went on to say
that the lessons learnt would be reviewed in time for a
second test due in early December 2020. There were
many members present who understood the enormity of
Andrew’s task and appreciated his presentation. I have
since been told that the second test was more successful
than the first.
We were then entertained by Mr Chris Howlett
from Total Project Solutions who presented a relaxed
conversation about the challenges facing contractors
working within a Healthcare Facility. Chris’s “unplugged”
delivery sparked a group discussion with many members
contributing to the conversation. It was especially good
to see members from the diverse genres that make up
our membership adding their valued opinions.
We heard from Mr Todd Quinn from Schneider
Electrics who presented their new Clipsal Pro Series
outlets and the many new products in development.
The conference closed with our Immediate Past Past
President (don’t ask) Mr Greg Truscott presenting a series

of hypothetical scenarios based on the old ABC program
to our unsuspecting Committee Member Mr Daryl Carter.
In answering the challenges of a typical “Day in the Life of
a Hospital Engineer” Daryl had some very interesting and
entertaining responses that generated a lot of laughter.

Socially distanced members
enjoying the banter from
Mr Daryl Carter

By this time the theme of the day “Rebuilding WA
Healthcare Connections “ had fulfilled its objective with
everyone relaxing, groups forming and the conversations
becoming louder. This may have been influenced by
good cheer that was being shared, but it was clear
everyone was enjoying themselves.
As the sun set in the west, we were joined by our
partners, we fired up the barbeque and feasted well into
the evening.

Post Conference
Barbeque Feast



As the State President, I had the privilege to
perform the very important task of announcing the
WA Healthcare Engineering Awards for 2020. For 2020
we acknowledged Mr Russel D’Silva as being the WA
Healthcare Engineer of the Year. Russel, an Engineer
at North Metropolitan Health Service was chosen from
a field of high-quality nominees for his attitude and
dedication during the chaotic and uncertain early days
of the COVID pandemic. A special mention must be
given to Mr Jose Bose, Engineering Manager at St John
of God Murdoch Hospital for his skills, dedication and
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contribution to WA’s Healthcare Engineering. If these two
gentlemen are any indication, WA Health Engineering is
well supported by gifted and dedicated people.

Engineer of the Year Mr Russel D’Silva receiving his
award from WA President Fred Foley

I was also privileged to acknowledge the Trades
Person of the Year. This year the selection committee
were not able to separate two worthy persons, so we
decided to award the honour to each. The Tradespeople
of the Year for 2020 went to Mr Robert Uusimaki from
Snap Plumbing and Mr Liam Ruane from Foster’s Services
Datacomms -Electrical.
Sadly, there were no nominations for Apprentice of
the Year.
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The IHEA WA Committee of Management wishes to
thank Ms Sue Done, Ms Rebecca Foster, Ms Lisa Foley
and the volunteers of the Melville Palmyra Tennis Club for
their contribution in running this event.
Without your help it would not have
been the success that it was. A Very
Big Thankyou to each of you.
Another Big Thankyou goes to
our event sponsors Foster’s Services
Datacomms-Electrical, Schneider
Electric and Total Project Solutions
without you support we could not
have put on this event.
As 2021 dawns, the Committee of
Management reconvened to set out
our plans for what hopefully will be
a full year. We began by inviting Mr
Gavin Kinsella to join our Committee
as our dedicated Country Member
delegate. Gavin is a dedicated
contributor to the IHEA and we
welcome him on board.
In February we have been invited
to Centigrade a HVAC company
to look at their new training facility.
We look forward to enjoying coming
together again for our first Branch
meeting for the year.
In April / May we hope to be
venturing east to Kalgoorlie for our
country Conference. This year the
theme is “Healthcare Engineering
from a Different Perspective”. We
are inviting the Mining community
to present how they managed the
recent COVID Pandemic. Many of the
challenges we face in Health have
migrated across to other disciplines. It
is time we reached out to our fellow
engineering fraternities as we can all
learn from each other.
We are hosting the postponed
National Conference in September 2021 from the 13th
to the 15th. Please Save the Dates it will be worth the
effort. Conference registrations are scheduled to open
very soon, and we will be asking for abstracts. We have
all had a lot of new experiences during 2020 so this is a
golden opportunity to share your knowledge with your
colleagues.
Fred Foley
IHEA WA State President
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A robust, feature rich system which can be used as an economical stand
alone solution or natively integrated into an existing IP nurse call system to
provide greater scalability.

•
•
•

Utilises Inovonics™ RF technology to ensure the alarm
event is registered first time, every time
Supports a wide array of devices including wireless
pendants, pagers and phones
Utilises the same software, messaging and integration as
our industry leading IP7500 Nurse Call Solution
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Hills IP7500 Nurse Call provides distributed intelligence to each and
every bed, so healthcare providers can deliver agile, patient centric care.

•
•
•
•
•

Utilises industry standard structured cabling and ICT hardware
Microprocessor enabled master call points eliminate the
need for a centralised server and call point controllers
Self testing capabilities ensure that each master call point
is online and active
Supports a wide array of devices including pagers, phones,
bed sensors and HillsCare Dementia management software
Scalable and future proof, and backwards compatible with
previous Hills Health Solutions IP systems
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GetWellNetwork is a SaaS solution that guides patients
along each step of their care journey. In doing so it:
•
•
•
•

engages patients and their families in their treatment plan
empowers clinicians
delivers outcomes that improve the patient experience
creates cost savings for providers

For more information on these and other best-in-class solutions from Hills
Health Solutions, call us on 1300 445 574 or email: healthsolutions@hills.com.au

facebook.com/HillsHealthSolutions/
WORLD CLASS TECHNOLOGY, MADE IN AUSTR ALI A
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SA BRANCH REPORT

T

his week I reflected on my report from the same
excellent work of Darryl Pitcher on the international
time last year – we had enjoyed a successful
stage as President of the International Federation of
2019 culminating in our end of year event at
Healthcare Engineering. Darryl has humbly and diligently
Konica Minolta learning about the latest in healthcare
guided the worldwide organisation over a number of
technologies – 3D printing and smart patient tracking
years and through one of the most challenging and
solutions.
tumultuous periods in history. Congratulations Darryl.
This time round, even in the context of an industry and
As always, I’d love to hear from you if you have ideas
world-disrupting pandemic throughout 2020, we were
or feedback – ihea.sa@ihea.org.au.
fortunate to be able to gather together in person with
many from the SA membership and as well as number
Michael Scerri
of guests to enjoy great food, fun, and networking. We
President, SA branch
were hosted in the picturesque town of Clarendon in
Your 2020/21 Committee of Management
the Adelaide Hills and are thankful for the work of our
generous host, Ross Jones of Built Water Solutions and
President and National Board Michael Scerri
Representative
Built Energy & Electrical, and his team of willing helpers.
Vice President
John Jenner
After a difficult and socially-distanced 2020, it was nice to
share “together” again.
Treasurer and Secretary
Daniel Romeo
The Committee of Management is progressing plans
Committee Member
Richard Bentham
for a number of interesting and informative professional
Committee Member
Tony Edmunds
development events in the first half of 2021, including:
Committee Member
Ross Jones
• A review of the Women’s and Children’s Hospital
Committee Member
Darryl Pitcher
Covid-19 response on 11 March;
Committee Member
Andrew Russell
• An interactive presentation of the principles of risk
Committee Member
Vince Russo
management in healthcare facilities on 1 April;
Committee Member
Max Sankauskas
• A look at SAHMRI’s proton therapy unit on 29 April;
• A consideration of air conditioning and filtration for
today’s operating
theatres and sterile
spaces in May; and
• An ever important
and timely reminder
on managing water
quality and legionella
risk later in the year.
The Committee is also
continuing to work with
its partner CIBSE to make
a range of other general
interest presentations
available to you.
We extend a warm
welcome to Paul
Armstrong of Pelligra who
has recently joined IHEA we look forward to a long
and strong association.
On behalf of the SA/
NT branch, I would also
SA President Michael Scerri addressing the SA Branch Members enjoying the hospitality of Built Water Solutions at
like to recognise the
the SA Branch Xmas function.

BRANCH REPORTS

NSW/ACT BRANCH REPORT
President’s Report to National Board February 2021

AS2896 Medical Gases

The NSW / ACT Branch of the Institute of Healthcare
Engineering Australia (IHEA) will be holding a Professional
Development Conference, Trades Display and Branch
General Meeting at the C.ex Club, Coffs Harbour. The
conference theme “Environmental Challenges for
Healthcare Engineering” continues the IHEA intention
to provide continuous professional development and
exposure to industry best practice, products and
technology in the ever-changing face of healthcare
engineering and facilities management. The professional
development offered through this invitation is a unique
opportunity to increase knowledge of modern trends
across the broader healthcare industry. The invitation is
extended to IHEA members as well as non–members,
engineers, healthcare facility managers, industry
professionals and service providers alike. Delegates will
come from a cross section of metropolitan and country
NSW, major hospitals of the ACT, including both public
and private sectors. The conference will commence
at 11:30 am on Friday 23rd April 2021, with registration,
followed by lunch and an afternoon comprising of
technical presentations leading into a trade exhibition
later in the day. Friday will conclude after the trade
exhibition with a semi-formal dinner. Saturday will
comprise technical presentations in the morning and a
Healthcare Facility tour after lunch.
Furthermore, the next NSW Professional Development
Day will be programmed for June 2021. Theming for the
day will be around Healthcare facilities and Australian
Standards. The state committee will further confirm
the details of scheduled PD days pending COVID-19
restrictions.
The commitment to hold these events on a regular
basis will be part of NSW/ACT 2021 branch strategies to
engage more deeply with the IHEA community however
due to COVID-19 restrictions these events will be with
some restrictions until further notice. Currently there’s a
greater focus on running PD days virtually.

IHEA NSW/ACT committee member Mal Allen has
advised us that there is an innovative round of request
for comments to occur in the next four months. Mal Allen
joined several meetings with the Standards Australia
working committee to deliberate on public comments
of the draft publication. Given the potentially large
number of replies the review is continuing with the revised
standard expected for finalisation by the end of 2021
Membership
The NSW/ACT branch committee is also planning to send
reminders for membership renewal and actively engage
with the members to understand their expectations
from IHEA activities. Due to COVID-19 the interest from
both industry groups and health facility management
practitioners have been limited. The committee is
discussing a variety of ongoing strategies to serve our
members better and meet their expectations and
continues to actively encourage members to use the
IHEA Learning and Development App. If you haven’t
downloaded it and registered, do it today. It is available
from the app store appropriate to your device and can
also be accessed via the web.
The NSW/ACT State Committee of Management
is as follows and can be contacted via email at
ihea.nswact@ihea.org.au
Name

Position

Rob Arian

President

Mal Allen

Treasurer

Jason Swingler

Vice President

Marcus Stalker

Secretary

Dean Benke

CoM

Darrell Milton

CoM

Greg Allen

CoM

Brett Petherbridge

CoM

Jon Gowdy

CoM

John Miles

CoM
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CORONAVIRUS
SARS-COV-2 – THE BASICS
Sarah Bailey
QED Environmental Services
As this article goes to print, it is almost exactly one year since Australia entered the first
lockdown due to COVID-19, an event that heralded a massive change in the way we
live, work, buy toilet rolls and socialise. For most people, this was the first pandemic in
Australia in living memory, as the semi-regular Influenza pandemics (1957, 1968, 2009)
that have occurred since the infamous 1918 pandemic, and spikes in infection and
deaths from influenza such as in 2019, where over 900 people died, are often dismissed
by the public as a “normal” occurrence, as ‘flu is familiar, and do not generate the kind
of interest (and panic) that a novel disease does.

P

revious pandemics have not had the impact
upon Australia that COVID-19 has had – there
was short lived panic about the Swine ‘Flu (2009),
the first SARS (2003) and MERS – Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome (2012), but this did not translate into issues for
the country that impacted day to day living. COVID-19
very quickly became something very different, and has
changed the world as we know it, leaving no part of the
globe unaffected.
However, since the beginning of the pandemic, so
much information has been available, much of it rapidly
changing and a large amount of it from disreputable
sources, that it has been hard to find a good overview
for someone who is not a virologist that contains the key
information required to make sense of the pandemic,
and what can be done about it within a building. This
article came about from the many questions we have
been asked by our customers, both in healthcare and
in commercial properties about just exactly what is this
virus, and how do we keep our occupants safe from it – if
we can? And is this person trying to sell me something
that will work, or snake oil? This article aims to provide
some basic knowledge of the virus and the story so far,
and provide some key knowledge so that it is easier to
spot the actions that may work, and discard the ones
that will not. As someone who is a microbiologist and has
worked in Infection Prevention and Control as well as in
the hospital and commercial sector, hopefully I can bring
together the information we have into a useful article.
Disclaimer: The knowledge about coronavirus is being
accumulated so rapidly, and advice changing as we

know more, that this article will likely have some sections
that may be out of date even before it goes to press.
For the most up to date and reliable information please
visit your local health department website and the World
Health Organisation Website.

Know thy enemy
It is always easier to deal with a problem if you know
exactly what you are dealing with. For all the reports that
start with “it’s a coronavirus”, or “it’s an RNA virus”, what
does this mean, and how does it impact on what we do
about it?
Firstly, viruses are not alive! When I was studying
microbiology, this always made me feel slightly nervous
about them – they aren’t alive, but they can infect you
and make you sick? If they aren’t alive then you can’t
kill them! They are fascinating – they are like a really tiny
zombie!
As a basic description, SARS-Cov-2 is a strand of
RNA (Ribonucleic Acid), wrapped up in a bubble of
fat (lipid) with some bits of protein stuck in it, which
include the spike proteins that are important for vaccine
development (more on this later).
RNA is the chemical that makes up the genes of
the virus. Basically, the recipe or blueprint for what that
organism is and what it will do. To make more viruses, the
virus needs to copy the RNA strand and produce more
protein and fat to assemble new viruses.
However, a virus does not have the right enzymes and
chemicals inside it to be able to do this, as it is not alive –
so it hijacks your living cells to carry that process out for it.
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Image courtesy of Australian
Academy of Science

A virus sticks to a living cell using the spike protein, injects
the strand of RNA into the cell, and your own enzymes
and cellular machinery helpfully get to work translating
that blueprint into more virus particles, and these are
released from the cell. Then these viruses continue
infecting more cells, sometimes making you sick and also
releasing virus particles from your body to infect other
people.
So if you can’t kill it, how do you defeat it? The virus
is deactivated or destroyed when the structure of it falls
apart. In pieces, it can’t stick to a cell to infect it, and so
is rendered useless at transmitting infection.
This is where the most important advice of this
pandemic (and any pandemic or epidemic for that
matter) has come in to play – Wash your hands and
cover your sneezes!
Soap is an amazing molecule, with one end that
loves water (hydrophilic) and one end that hates it
(hydrophobic). This means that when soap (the blue
particles that look like tadpoles in the picture) on
your hands mixes with water and virus particles, the
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hydrophobic end of the molecule sees the fatty lipid
part of the virus and tries to embed itself in there to get
away from the water. This disrupts the structure of the
virus and pops it open, spilling all the contents out, where
they are surrounded by soap molecules and washed
harmlessly away down the sink. Soap also helps stop the
virus sticking to your skin, and removes any dirt that can
protect the virus on your hands.
Alcohol hand rubs (over 60% alcohol) likely work in
a similar way, disrupting the fatty lipid coat of the virus
causing it to fall apart. Other disinfectants also have
similar actions, disrupting the virus. Any detergent or soap
will have this effect, it does not have to be antibacterial
soap or medicated, or hospital grade only disinfectant.
Ultraviolet light, another disinfectant works by
interfering with the structure of the RNA strand, so that if
it does get into a cell, the RNA is scrambled and can’t
produce the right parts to assemble more viruses.
Once the structure and how to destroy it are known,
it becomes easier to understand how to combat it – and
also to determine if the fancy new disinfectant/filter/
gadget that someone is trying to sell you is actually likely
to work.

Where did it come from?
While this is a question likely to be debated for decades
to come, the most common explanation so far is that
the virus crossed to humans from bats and possibly via
another animal such as a Pangolin or snake, in China.
This is known as a zoonotic disease, ‘zoo’ meaning from
animals. This has happened multiple times in the past with
viruses as humans encroach on animal habitats more
and more and come into closer contact with them. MERS
was thought to have a source in camels, and influenza
has had sources in pigs and chickens. HIV is thought
to have come from a primate. An increase in diseases
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passing from animals to humans has been predicted to
be a by product of global warming. With this history and
with decreasing habitat for animals this will not be the last
time we encounter a virus that jumps from an animal host
to a human host.
The first cases of the disease were notified in China
in the Wuhan city of the Hubei region, late in 2019. From
here it has spread world wide, and very few countries are
unaffected. Thanks to advances in modern molecular
biology, the virus itself was identified and characterised
very quickly, which helped develop reliable tests for
infection – a key tool in combatting spread.

So how do you catch it?
Again this is a rapidly changing field, at the beginning
of the outbreak, the virus was thought to be animal
to human spread, then human to human transmission
was observed. While droplet spread was the main
focus of initial interventions against spread, there is
emerging evidence that some type of aerosol spread
may also be involved, although this is still perhaps
controversial. The identification of how the virus is
spread is sometimes hampered by different groups of
professionals understanding different things by the words

“aerosol”, but as more research is carried out, hopefully
a consensus will be reached and a unified approach to
prevention can be reached. Droplet spread is spread
from small droplets of moisture, such as those released by
coughing, sneezing, singing and talking. These droplets
do not go far from the human body, and fall onto
hands, clothing and surrounding surfaces. These can
be transferred to the face from the hands if they come
into contact with the droplets, or if a person is in close
proximity to an infective person they can be inhaled.
Aerosol spread means (to an Infection Control person)
that the virus is released in very tiny droplets that can
remain suspended in the air for a long period of time,
and can be transported on air currents, such as through
air conditioning. Being airborne makes a virus very
difficult to combat. Airborne diseases such as measles
and tuberculosis are very infective, and the air in a room
can remain infective for some hours after an infected
person has left. Thankfully, so far, COVID-19 does not
appear to be quite as infective as measles
and tuberculosis.
Once the virus has been breathed in or has
contacted the mucus membranes in the mouth, nose
(and possibly the eyes) of a person, the spike protein

Image courtesy of Australian
Academy of Science
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mentioned earlier sticks to the outside of the mucous
membrane cell, and the virus inserts its’ contents into
the cell. Then, if the persons’ immune system doesn’t
neutralise it, the virus gets on with hijacking the persons
cellular machinery to make more of itself. Virus particles
are then released from the infected person in a cough or
sneeze, or by talking, and go on to infect more people.
Unfortunately, in the case of COVID-19, the infected
person may not always show symptoms (asymptomatic),
but may still be infected – meaning they go about their
daily business without knowing they are perhaps passing
on the virus. Also, some people produce very large
amounts of virus and can pass it on to many people –
a ‘superspreader’. Thankfully this appears to be rare,
and most people do not pass the virus on to many
others at all.
To prevent this spread happening, there are several
strategies that can be deployed. Firstly, in Australia we
are in the very privileged position of being able to test
for the virus to know who has the disease or not, and
to isolate them. This helps prevent spread. Breaking the
chain of infection either by keeping infected people
away from healthy ones, washing hands and covering
sneezes, and wearing masks to prevent virus escaping
from infected people all help. But within your building,
what can you do?
It has been well documented with influenza that
spaces that are crowded, and have insufficient
ventilation show an increase in the number of infections
of influenza. This will likely be the case with COVID-19 too.
The first thing to do in a hospital or any other setting, is
to know what your air conditioning system is doing, how
much outside air it has and where that air is going. Within
a hospital, there will be areas of negative and positive
pressure, and it should be ensured that all of these are
working as they should be. It is also a good idea to check
that no local ‘modifications’ or ‘improvements’ have
been made, such as air supply registers covered with
card, portable fans and covered thermostats which may
be impacting on the way the air conditioning is working.
Increasing outside air provision as much as practically
possible is always a good idea to help combat spread of
any respiratory viruses.
Communication with the Infection Prevention and
Control Department is key, as solutions need to be
worked upon together to ensure that what people are
asking for is technically feasible, will not impact upon
other areas of the hospital, and will not endanger other
patients. Some examples of problems that have been
encountered are clinicians using positive pressure rooms
as isolation rooms due to a lack of understanding of
airflow and putting other patients at risk of infections, and
the ever present question of negative pressure operating
theatres. Negative pressure Operating Theatres should
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be approached with great caution, as there will be
implications for the patients from other infections apart
from COVID-19.
There have also been many novel products marketed
during the pandemic for installation in air conditioning
that are touted to combat coronavirus. Some of these
include the use of tea tree oil, UV light, nano silver
coated filters and the use of Glen 20 in an air handling
system. While some of these have merit, it should always
be borne in mind that to deactivate a virus, either
by disinfectant, soap, UV light or any other means,
a concept called ‘contact time’ must be taken into
account. Contact time is the amount of time that the
virus needs to be in contact with the particular product in
order for that product to inactivate the virus. For stronger
disinfectants, or stronger UV lights, this can be a very
short period of time, sometimes less than a second, for
weaker products it may be several minutes. In the case
of UV systems for air handling, there are two very different
product available, and both have different uses. The
type that shine UV light on to the air off side of the coils
are very effective at preventing mould and bacteria
growing on the coils, as they are continually shining a
weaker UV on to the coils – a weak disinfection, but a
high contact time for the coils. However, this type will not
have any effect at all on a virus particle in the air stream
flowing past them, as the contact time with the light is
insufficient to destroy the virus. The much stronger UV
in-duct systems will have an effect on bacterial, fungal
and viral particles in the air flowing past as although the
contact time is short, the UV is very strong. Silver coated
filters are another illustration of this – the filter itself may
be protected from growth of bacteria and fungi, but it
is very unlikely to have any effect on virus flowing past in
the air for two reasons – firstly the contact time is very low,
secondly, the silver coating is likely to become coated
with dust very quickly and air will not be in contact with
the silver coating at all. Ionisation systems may help as
they physically remove the virus particles from the air
along with dust and other contaminants. There have
been a disappointing number of ineffective products
being marketed to worried consumers during the
pandemic. Adding products such as tea tree oil or other
disinfectants to an air handling system is not only likely to
be ineffective, but may also increase allergies and odour
complaints amongst staff.

Cleaning
At the beginning of the pandemic, much was made of
cleaning and disinfection, and it is important. However,
and thankfully this appears to have decreased in
popularity, there is no place for fogging of disinfectants
outside of the established fogging protocols used in a
hospital setting (and some food production settings).
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Fogging of offices and shops – and especially streets
and people has no place in prevention of coronavirus
and may have adverse health effects. Pictures of streets
being sprayed with disinfectants are either misguided,
or an exercise in making the public feel that something
is being done. The key parts to cleaning and disinfection
is that cleaning must always be carried out first – as
disinfection will only work effectively on a clean surface.
Dirt inactivates disinfectants, and so spraying dirty
surfaces, or adding disinfectants to dusty air conditioning
ductwork ensures the disinfectant will not be effective.
As described above – soap, or detergent alone does
a fantastic job of deactivating viral particles. Within
a hospital, thankfully, established cleaning protocols
will be in place, with hospital grade disinfectants
and detergents, so hopefully the more ‘interesting’
formulations of cleaning products we have seen have
not made it into hospitals and aged care. Again, here
simplicity is key, with old fashioned soap (detergent) and
water being the best approach.
Another intervention that has undoubtedly helped
Australia avoid the worst of the pandemic has been the
quarantining of inbound travellers. This decreased the
potential for spread of the virus from returned travellers to
the community. Although hotels are not ideal quarantine
facilities – because they were never designed to be a
quarantine facility, they do appear to have functioned
very well in this role, with very few infections escaping
to staff or the community - although the numbers of
quarantine staff becoming infected does appear
to have (anecdotally) increased with the UK variant
entering the country with Perth, Melbourne and Brisbane
having recent lockdowns.

Vaccines
Thankfully, several vaccines have been developed and
approved for use throughout the world, with the Pfizer
and Astra Zeneca vaccines currently approved and
being rolled out in Australia. These have been developed
in record time, which has caused concern in some
groups. The fast development has mainly been due to
the cessation of development on any other vaccines
by drug companies, the investment of millions of dollars
worldwide and the prioritisation of assessing the vaccines
by regulatory bodies. The speed does not mean corners
have been cut – it just means every person that could
work on vaccine development did so, every application
for research approval was assessed immediately rather
than sitting on the regulators desk for months (as usually
happens), and approval applications went straight to
the front of the queue of drugs to be approved once the
application was ready. Commendably, processes were
put in place very early so that richer countries did not
have access to all the vaccines – a programme of support
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for developing and low income nations is in place so that
people worldwide are vaccinated, those who cannot
afford it supported by the countries that can afford it.
Most vaccines are developed to target the spike
protein – the part of the virus that attaches to the cells of
the body. A vaccinated person produces antibodies to
the spike protein, and once the virus enters the human
body, the antibodies stick to the spike proteins, blocking
the spike protein from attaching to the cell and so
blocking the infective process. If the virus can’t stick to the
cell, it cannot insert it’s contents in there to reproduce.
Coronaviruses are viruses that can be very prone
to mutation, and the production of new strains as we
have seen with the UK strain, the South African strain
and the announcement recently of a strain in the
USA that is a combination of two highly virulent strains
together. While vaccine development must keep up
with these developments, it is hoped that the current
vaccines will have some effect against the new
variants. Otherwise, coronavirus vaccination may
become like the current influenza vaccine – new
vaccines are developed each year depending
upon the most prevalent circulating strains. As the

vaccine technology has now been developed, further
advancements to combat new strains should be more
quickly available.
Millions of people have been vaccinated already
worldwide, and early signs are very promising that
protection from the virus occurs and side effects occur
very rarely.
There is hope for a return to normality over the next
year as vaccines roll out worldwide, but we should
take care to remember the lessons learned from this
pandemic as it will not be the last.
The paper “Coronavirus Disease 2019- COVID-19” by
Dhama et al published in Clinical Microbiology Reviews
July 2020 (Clin Microbiol Rev 33:e00028-20. https://doi.
org/10.1128/CMR.00028-20.) has been invaluable in the
preparation of this article. If you are interested I highly
recommend reading it. Many other papers were also
consulted and references are available on request. The
picture source: for the illustration of how soap works
is from the Australian Academy of Science article at
https://www.science.org.au/curious/people-medicine/
hand-sanitiser-or-soap-making-informed-choice-covid-19

UV-C DISINFECTION SYSTEM
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Destroys 99% of pathogens including SARS-CoV-2 (Covid-19) to Log 7.
Steripro uses 24 very strong 2000W UV-C lamps combined with a polished stainless steel mobile tower that
enables additional reflection of UV-C rays.
Very easy to operate (less than 1 minute to start) with no programming required.
No batteries and thus no recharging time.
View progress of disinfection status via smart tablet at any time.
Automatic detection of correct disinfection time (room size dependent).
Remotely operated via tablet smart app.
5 to 10 minutes disinfection cycle.
The device automatically shuts down when it detects movement in the room.
The most reliable option available.

Perth Scientific Pty Ltd
Unit 2 / 11 Narloo Street
Malaga WA 6090
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Email: sales@perthscientific.com.au
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CASE STUDY

BYPASSING POWER OUTAGES AT
HERVEY BAY HOSPITAL
By Chris Keogh
NHP

The project

The solution – Socomec ATyS with Bypass

Hervey Bay Hospital provides health services to the
people of Queensland’s Fraser Coast. As with all hospitals,
power continuity is of critical importance for patient
safety, so when the new Emergency Department building
was designed in 2017, there was an opportunity to
implement a new power distribution solution that would
meet the expectations of a modern hospital.
As with all hospitals, there is sensitive, critical
equipment that requires power at all times without
exception. When the new Emergency Department was
built, they required a system that would deliver this.
“It’s about redundancy, but it’s also about our ability
to service the equipment without creating impacts on
our clinical services, which is what we always look for in
all of our design,” explained David Manzini, Manager
of Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service’s Building,
Engineering and Maintenance Service division, whose
jurisdiction includes Hervey Bay Hospital.
Another consideration was the legislative requirement
to switch off mains power to test the hospital generators
on a monthly basis.
“We did have back-up generators, but our biggest
issue was when you do your monthly generator testing,
there’s a changeover time and for an emergency
department, that was not acceptable by today’s
standards” according to Darren Atkins, Manager of ICT
Network Infrastructure for Queensland Health.
The main impacts of losing power would have been
on operating theatres, ICU’s, renals and the emergency
department.
“It’s all about risk mitigation”, explained Manzini.
“They’re all critical services and they really struggle if
they’re in the middle of a procedure while that power’s
clunking in and out while they’re ventilating patients,
dialysing patients. They can’t afford that clinical risk. This
means that we have to delay testing and maintenance if
there’s someone on an operating table or if they advise
us that there are clinical risks of losing power at the time.”

Manzini and Atkins engaged electrical engineer Charles
Webster to audit the available design options provided
by an electrical contractor. The recommended solution
was the NHP ATyS with Bypass from Socomec, which is
based on proven ATyS load break switch technology.
It provides automatic transfer of two supply sources to
ensure the continuity of supply to critical loads such
as HVAC, sprinklers, elevators, fire panels and pumps,
control and signalling, ventilation and hospitals, offering
complete isolation to ensure safety and continuity of
power supply during maintenance and test operations.
The solution offers Single and Double Line ATS Bypass. The
Single Line ATS Bypass consists of 2 functions: an automatic
changeover switch and a single bypass line connected to
the preferred supply source. The Double Line ATS Bypass
consists of 3 functions: an automatic changeover switch,
an ATS bypass and a facility for selecting between supply
sources when in the “bypass” mode.

The advantages of the Socomec ATyS
with Bypass
The association of an ATyS along with a remote interface
ATyS D20, will enable an easy configuration, exploitation
and visualization of the data shown on the front of the
equipment - timers settings, hysteresis and start/stop of
the genset. The hospital adopted the Double Line ATyS
bypass to maximise the reliability and eliminated single
point of failure for their critical power.
“It improves safety for electrical workers by allowing full
safe electrical isolation without loss of UPS supply,” Webster
explained. “It allows the hospital to maintain equivalent
UPS supply reliability without having a separate UPS system
installed in every building. It also greatly reduces the whole
of life cost of the UPS power supply to new installations by
utilising the unused capacity of existing UPS systems that
are modular and expandable to meet any increase in
UPS demand. So there’s a significantly lower capital cost,
almost no monthly and annual maintenance required,
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zero battery replacement costs and significantly less space
required in the new building.”
“The function of the ATyS Bypass is to help improve
reliability of the UPS supply,” Atkins continued. “It makes
good commercial sense to use ATyS Bypass rather than
separate UPS systems in every new building. You still need
a UPS somewhere, but this allows improved utilisation
of the existing UPS. A UPS is rather expensive its ongoing
regular maintenance requirements, testing and also
battery replacements every 10 years or so.”

In the best hands with the Socomec ATyS
with Bypass
Manzini had no doubt that once Webster recommended
the best course of action, they were in safe hands. “I take
Charlie’s advice as Gospel, so to speak,” he explained.
There’ll be some projects where you won’t have
someone as passionate as Charlie, and he’s passionate
because he works for us as the ‘client’s engineer’, so
he’s always got our interests at heart. We know he won’t
recommend a product that will be cheaper but not be

suitable for the needs of the hospital and we happily
took his advice to use the NHP product.
The benefits for hospital personnel and efficiency of
maintenance operations were paramount. When the
double doors open, there’s a barrier to protect staff
from touching components, preventing electrocutions.
According to Atkins, “there was big talk of safety,
because the way the switch was compartmentalised you
could put it into ‘bypass’ and still work on certain sections
of it without losing power, which wasn’t a feature of other
products that we’d looked at.”
Queensland Health have now been using NHP’s
Concept Panelboards extensively whenever upgrades
have been required for many years now and this
relationship continues.
“The design we committed to for Hervey Bay,” Atkins
explained, “using the Socomec UPS with ATyS Bypass is
something that we’ve continued to use and build on. We
are also replacing the main switchboard in the hospital’s
old ward with the NHP product, as well as in our new
mental health facility.”

100 % efficiency against Tuberculosis
100 % efficiency against Influenza Viruses
100 % efficiency against Aspergillosis
100 % efficiency against Sars
100 % efficiency against Varicella / Pox
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isolation rooms with negative or positive pressure within half a day
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Surface transmission is considered a less common mode of transmission than respiratory droplets.
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Maximise power
availability through
innovation with
NHP’s SMART
Panelboards
SMART Panelboards sense and
communicate energy consumption
and switchgear health analytics,
empowering users to reduce operating
costs, improve safety and predict future
events before they happen.
Find out more
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HUMIDITY CONTROL – USING HVAC
TO HELP REDUCE INFECTION SPREAD
Rob Dagnall
Manager A.G. Coombs Advisory
COVID-19’s substantial impact on our lives has caused us to reconsider how building
HVAC systems can assist reduce airborne transmission of viruses and bacteria. It has
been long understood that humidity levels in acute healthcare environments can play
a key role in infection control and this knowledge now being applied more broadly.

A single sneeze injects approximately 40,000 infectious
aerosols into the room air. When airborne droplets are
introduced into a room with a relative humidity below
40%, they rapidly lose up to 90% of their volume. They
shrink and manage to float for a long time, covering
considerable distances. This increases the chances of
reaching another person.
In studies using mannequins simulating people
coughing with influenza and people breathing standing
two meters away aerosol samples were collected
in proximity of the breathing mannequin’s mouth at
different moments and their infectiousness was assessed.
Infectivity dropped from 80 to 20% once relative
humidity was above 40%RH. This is due to the fact that
the influenza virus can no longer remain suspended for
a prolonged period of time and to the reduced lifespan
of many airborne bacteria and viruses in this relative
humidity range.
While higher humidity can reduce the distance that
infectious aerosols travel, humidity which is too high is
likely to cause increased respiratory infection from mould
and bacteria to humans and may even cause damage
to buildings themselves.
Most building air conditioning systems are designed
and controlled to provide temperature control for human
comfort. HVAC systems for many buildings are not always
designed to meet specific humidity targets. However,
air conditioning systems are typically used effectively
to precisely control humidity in specialist facilities
spaces including laboratories and specialist healthcare,
museums and art galleries and high technology and
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Modifications to existing
HVAC systems can be made to improve the ability to
regulate the space humidity.
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Considerations for improving humidity control are:
1. Keep humidity between 45 and 55 % RH where
possible and control temperatures between 21
and 24°C
2. Monitor the humidity in the space and improve
control – Building Management and Control
Systems can have humidity sensors added to room
temperature sensors or return air duct temperature
sensors. These inputs can be used in enhanced
control algorithms to help control and balance
humidity and temperature in existing HVAC
configurations.
3. Review the existing Air Handling Unit configuration
–Some units equipped with heaters can potentially
be modified to easily de-humidity without major
equipment upgrades. A control strategy change may
be all that is required to de-humidify.
4. Enhance the existing Air Handing System design –
Modular humidification units can be added to help
increase humidity. This is particularly important in many
Australian climates in winter weather conditions where
outside air has very low humidity). Good selection,
control and maintenance management of these

humidifiers is required to ensure effective operation
and system performance.
5. Upgrade and improve ducted fresh air into units:
• Review the source of outside air (often dusty or
damp plantrooms, directly from streets or loading
docks), review intakes, filtration and outside air
rates.
• Add or improve outside air filtration. Filter outdoor
air near green spaces.
• Consider outside air pre-cooler units. Seal
penetrations in the building fabric to reduce
moisture ingress.
6. Rebalance air systems where practicable to positively
pressurise spaces where possible (unless a specific
pressure regime exists).
In acute care facilities including hospitals it is important
to note that whilst the original design intent and HVAC
installation may have incorporated humidity control it
is essential that this is monitored and regularly ‘tuned’
to ensure the required conditions are achieved for all
occupancy levels and during all seasons.
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WHERE DOES YOUR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT COME FROM?
Why local manufacturing should be a priority for Australian healthcare facilities.
It’s a great feeling to finally meet compliance, or to get
approval for capital expenditure on a much-needed upgrade
of expired equipment. But after the dust settles on any new
installation, there’s always scheduled maintenance to ensure
your equipment continues to serve your facility’s needs in the
long term.
So between complaints or service requests from frontline
staff and flustered phone calls with equipment suppliers and
distributors, it’s worth all engineers and department managers
asking themselves a very important question:

Is your facility getting the best value from scheduled
service and maintenance support?
Yes, the knock-on effects of the pandemic are still part of
everyday life - but one that’s becoming increasingly frustrating
for healthcare facilities across the nation is the challenge of
securing reliable, well-trained technical support, especially for
dirty utility room (DUR) equipment.
Issues of delayed spare parts for overseas-manufactured
equipment has meant extended equipment downtimes. In turn,
periods when equipment is out of action on busy wards have
placed increased strain on frontline services. Some facilities
simply bunker down through the months-long waiting period
for offshore orders. Other facilities can’t afford the wait and
have decommissioned offshore-produced DUR breakdowns,
cutting their losses in favour of the locally manufactured and
maintained option.
Founded in country Australia in 1969, Malmet has been
manufacturing medical equipment and servicing healthcare
facilities for over five decades. We know our local healthcare
facilities because we’ve helped you build them. And after
walking the hospital hallways with engineers and facility
managers for a good few of those decades, we’ve seen the
headaches caused by equipment that doesn’t do what it
should, and what happens when equipment suppliers and

distributors can’t provide the right assistance. We know you
don’t have time for breakdowns, and so we pride ourselves on
supporting customers throughout the long life of our equipment.

So how can engineers and healthcare facility managers
take advantage of locally manufactured medical
equipment and our Malmet range?
• Take control of technical support:
With Malmet-trained technicians, you’ll always have
confidence that your callout support is on time and up to
date with the latest software and equipment briefings.
You can also have peace of mind knowing that if the
spare parts you need aren’t with the technician on the day,
they can be shipped out of our Leeton (NSW) factory almost
immediately. Say goodbye to waiting blowouts.
• Think long term:
Malmet can add value to your capital expenditure by
assisting with room planning and Revit drawing blocks,
right through to conducting a facility-wide gap analysis in
accordance with infection control and prevention standards.
Our specialised, local presence means you can get the most
out of your capital investment for years to come.
Not only can Malmet’s team help save you money in
the short term, you also reap the long term benefits. Our
two-year warranty across our range means you get reliable
performance in the first place. And we’ll stay with you for the
long haul, as you enjoy Malmet’s value for money service
price and fewer scheduled maintenance appointments.
• Buy local, for locals:
If your healthcare facility wants to do business with a truly
Australian medical equipment manufacturer, maintenance
and service provider, look no further than Malmet - the
Australian owned and made DUR equipment specialists. We
support local industry and local jobs, and our proven track
record shows we thrive on getting results for local facilities.
Our technical support presence spans
across state boundaries, which means we’re
not limited by border closures - and neither are
you. You can have peace of mind knowing
that if you do have an issue, a trained local
technician is nearby, just a quick phone call
away.

Malmet – here for you, for good:
Malmet’s DUR range is extensive,
manufactured to above standard, along
with a trustworthy, decades-long record
of scheduled servicing and spare parts
availability – and we know we’ve got many
more decades in us yet.
Everything we do is geared toward local
healthcare facilities, just like yours. So if you’re
thinking DUR, think about an equipment
investment that will give back to your bottom
line and support our local industry: think
about Malmet.
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AIR FILTRATION CASE STUDY
By Simon Young
AES Environmental

A large hospital in regional NSW engaged a contractor in 2017 for the NATA
validation and testing of its HEPA filters after the recent construction was
completed. This regional hospital uses most of its operating theatres every day
from 08:00 to 18:30 and then up to two theatres will remain in-use until 22:00
and remain on-standby for emergency. These operating theatres obtained
passing results for several years but due to the recent bushfires in NSW it was
determined that the performance of these theatres would be subjected to further
investigation. The management of the Hospital had recently become incumbent
to the maintenance of the operating theatres, this recent change exposed some
remarkable aspects with regards to the previous maintenance and performance
of the operating theatres.

A

ES Environmental was commissioned by the
new management to conduct the annual
accreditation services in 2020. It was while
conducting those services that problems were identified
within the theatres concerning room pressures and HEPA
filter air flows. A serious disconnect existed between
the HEPA testing, Theatre Room Qualification and the
facilities BMS operation. The BMS was lacing in credible,
factual operational information for the management
to make qualified decisions. Information that, in days
past, would have been identified and forthcoming by
qualified technicians working around the various plant
and equipment. BMS however replaced much of these
human assets within maintenance and with increasing
reliance on BMS the input information becomes critical to
correct operation.
AES Environmental HEPA accreditation and reporting
identified fundamental anomalies between what was
reported within the BMS and actual room operation
performance. It became remarkable as news of the
AES Environmental accreditation information was slowly
released within the hospital establishment; doctors,
nurses, surgeons, admin, all expressed an interest. The
user groups knew that something wasn’t quite right but
under the “guise” of compliance. The HEPA filters had not
been considered an issue for concern.

Investigation and Identification
On initial assessment AES Environmental discovered
several areas where significant improvements to theatre
performance could be obtained. These were:
• Leakage was identified during Integrity Testing (AS
1807.6) from some of the HEPA sealing arrangements.
Leakage can be an indication that foreign particles
can by-pass the HEPA filters and could result in a
source of contamination in the operating theatre.
• HEPA face velocities varied when measured at the
entry. The fluctuations were between 0.4m/s at the
lower level and 1.05m/s at the higher level. This is
significant variation from HEPA filters that are only three
years old and could be an indication of poor air flow
characteristics, excessive dust loading or set-up issue.
• Theatre room pressures remained inconsistent and
in some operating theatres what should have been
a positive pressure to the immediate next room was
actually recording a negative pressure of air in to the
room.
• Individual HEPA pressure readings were inconsistent
with some registering very high levels while others
were minimal pressures. This is consistent with the
variation in the HEPA face velocities.
• Annual testing was being conducted however this
was not in conjunction with visits from the BMS supplier
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and results weren’t immediately passed on to
Engineering for correction of fan operation.
It was found that the BMS data, when
originally set-up during commission, didn’t
record individual HEPA filter pressures. It did
however record pressures for the HVAC prefilters and determined if a HEPA was dirty or
clean by an air flow sensor taken within the
ducting. Many of the sensitives were indeed
switched off or the data was being captured
from areas that held little or no value as far as
determining the operational credibility of an
operating theatre.
It was established from the BMS data
that almost all of the fans in the AHU’s were
operating at close to 100%. Indeed, some
of the AHU fans were audibly under-strain
as a direct result of the excessive duty
applied. Noise levels within the theatre
remain immensely important and within the
operating theatres a reading of close to 60
dB was recorded.
It remained obvious that without
immediate attention the three-year old
theatre re-build would require serious
financial investment or an AHU would
completely fail during a critical time.

• Locally manufactured High Efficiency HEPA
Filtration products
• NATA Certification of Operating Theatres,
Isolation Rooms, and Sterile Areas
• NATA Certification of Biological Safety Cabinets
and Laminar Flow Products
• Expert Advice in HEPA Filtration, Air Filtration
Optimisation and Energy Efficiency
NATA Accreditation number 1146, since 1975

1300 550 116
sales@aesenvironmental.com.au
www.aesenvironmental.com.au
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High Maintenance – High Cost.
Given the significant heavy particle count experienced
from the recent bush fires and the increasing demand
on the pre-filtration system, the HEPA filters within the
operating theatre were considered for replacement.
Although the HEPA filters were only three-years old the
data from the BMS showed that some were blocked, the
data is consistent with the issues discovered during the
initial investigation. Given the uncertainty, rather than
cherry-pick a few HEPA filters for replacement it was
elected that all Operating Theatre HEPA filters would be
replaced.
The HEPA filters that were installed during 2017 were
an H14 grade mini-pleat type HEPA filter that was 75mm
deep. It is accepted that mini-pleat type HEPA filters
are inferior to Deep Bed HEPA filters in terms of lifecycle length or velocity consistency, two areas that
are critical to Operating Theatres supply air filtration
systems. Mini-pleat HEPA filters are however a lower-cost
product and for this reason they remain preferrable for
mechanical contractors and builders, particularly on new
construction projects where AHU fans can be supplied
to cope with the extra energy cost that is needed to

a real

facilitate the life-cycle of these filters, which is typically
two-to-five years.
What the unsuspecting hospital maintenance user
needs to provide for is a more regular replacement of the
Mini-Pleat HEPA filters within the maintenance budget.
An additional allowance for theatre down-time and
increased costs for theatre validation should be planned.
In situations where the BMS remains ineffective due to
poor set-up then the failure of the HEPA only appears
during the annual accreditation process. If the HEPA is
replaced then a second certification accreditation cost
for the period becomes application, in addition to the
cost of the replacement filters.
This all becomes more of a problem if the user has
become accustomed to the life expectance from a
standard depth HEPA filter incorporating conservative
design values. In those applications’ theatre HEPA filters
may survive more than 2 years in effective service.

The Solution
For the purpose of air flow uniformity and life-cycle
extension, AES Environmental recommended converting
the 75mm Mini-Pleat HEPA filters to 149mm standard

superhero
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depth H14 Grade 2 HEPA filters constructed to AS
4260. The clients cost to convert from a mini-pleat to a
standard depth HEPA filters was minimised in this instance
due to the following:
• AES Environmental manufactures both standard
depth and mini-pleat type HEPA filters in Australia.
• HEPA filter material is costed by its weight. Very little
price difference exists between HEPA filter grades.
• A HEPA filter constructed to Australian Standard 4260
(AS 4260) and designed to achieve H14 efficiency
requires the same level of testing if is standard-depth
or mini-pleat. Therefore, the labour construction
cost when manufactured for small-volume markets
remains the same.
• Both filter types have a different manufacturing
process and each process has its pro’s and con’s –
we’ll save this one for another day!
AES Environmental carried out the following:
• Replaced all mini-pleat HEPA’s with standard depth
HEPA’s.
• Theatres were revalidated and a base line was
established against the previous BMS data.

• AES Environmental attended site with the BMS
contractor. At this visit all fans and theatres were
adjusted while testing was conducted.
The existing mini pleat HEPA filter holding device allowed
a 149mm HEPA filter to be installed. The HEPA raw
material cost for a 70mm mini pleat or 149mm HEPA
pack, remains the same, because the cost is based on
weight and both types consume similar weights of raw
media material.
As the theatre testing work was conducted the live
results were communicated to the BMS provider. This
allowed for fine tuning of the AHU’s and cross-referencing
of data. If these services are conducted at the same time
then pressure readings across filter banks, within rooms
and air volumes can be certified against calibrated
instruments that a NATA technician would normally use.

Results
The data in Table 1 is the original HEPA mini pleat 70mm
filter (four/theatre) and the values are average readings
for each theatre. Recorded prior to removal of the mini
pleat HEPA filters from there housings.

HAVE RECENT EVENTS CHANGED THE WAY YOU WORK?
AMS offers an interactive online
webinar for Consultants,
Engineers and Administrators to
better skill you to:
•
•
•

Size a Medical Suction
System to AS2896
Select and specify the right
system to the right
environment
Audit compliance on
existing Medical Suction
Systems

To book your free webinar or face
to face consultation call us on
1300 579 777 or email
sales@ausmedicalsuction.com.au
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Graph 1

Table 1
Based on 22c kw/
hr 8736 hrs/ year
(Estimated Cost/
Energy) Supply Air
Return
Air

Return
Air Ave
m/s

Return Air
Variation
from the
average High
Low

22,360 Kgs/year

2.3

11%

-17%

$2,704

21,680 Kgs/year

1.6

40%

-59%

$3,691

$2,074

21,490 Kgs/year

2.4

35%

-52%

$2,915

$1,617

16,900 Kgs/year

2.3

3%

-2%

Return
Air Ave
m/s

Return Air
Variation
from the
average High
Low

16,770 Kgs/year

1.7

16%

-18%

$1,377

14,110 Kgs/year

1.8

23%

-36%

$2,713

$1,302

14,970 Kgs/year

2.4

20%

-30%

$1,798

$1,286

11,490 Kgs/year

2.4

6%

-6%

Theatre

Air Changes
/hr 70mm
HEPA Mini
Pleat

Supply
Air Ave
m/s

TH1

34.62

0.78

102.8

$3,924

$2,074

TH2

22.35

0.50

58.8

$3,744

TH3

23.00

0.52

63.8

TH4

29.50

0.65

96.5

Theatre

Air Changes
/hr 149mm
Deep
HEPA

Supply
Air Ave
m/s

TH1

28.06

0.63

58.5

$3,214

$1,286

TH2

31.63

0.70

82.0

$2,407

TH3

31.99

0.71

66.3

TH4

29.55

0.65

74.8

HEPA
Filter Pressure Ave
Pa

Estimated
Greenhouse Gas
Co2 emission (SA
and RA)

Table 2
HEPA
Filter Pressure Ave
Pa

Based on 22c kw/
hr 8736 hrs/ year
(Estimated Cost/
Energy) Supply Air
Return Air

Estimated
Greenhouse Gas
Co2 emission (SA
and RA)

Table 4 Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Co2:
Energy Source
Return Air and Supply Air

Original Mini Pleat
70mm HEPA filter
82,430 Kgs/year

Replacement Deep bed
149mm HEPA Filter
57,340 Kgs/year

Reduction in Co2
25,090 Kgs /year

Reduction in Co2 %
30%
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Table 2 data shows the average reading for the
replacement HEPA 149mm deep filter (four/theatre) and
recorded following installation in September 2020:
1. Theatres in table 1 and table 2 passed the required air
changes of 20/hour requirement,
2. A more consistent air flow can be seen in the data in
table 2 with all theatre room changes now set on or
about 30/ hour.
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3. Table 2 data shows a consistency in return air room
variation particularly in theatre’s 2 and 3.
4. Following BMS adjustments improved air flow has been
achieved including a higher number of air changes
within each theatre while recording a reduction in
greenhouse emissions, as shown in graph 1 below.
5. Financial savings (graphs 2&3) are based on an
assumed tariff of 22c/kWh energy.
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Net return on HEPA Filter investment from 70mm to 149mm

Conclusion

1. Replacement deep bed 149mm HEPA filters life
expectancy between 8-13 years
2. Each theatre consisting of four deep bed HEPA filters
$2,500 ii
3. Theatre 1 payback 1.67 years or 20 months from first
year of investment
4. Theatre 2 payback 1.23 years or 15 months from first
year of investment
5. Theatre 3 payback 1.43 years or 17 months from first
year of investment
6. Theatre 4 payback 1.72 years or 21 months from first
year of investment

Converting a 70mm deep HEPA filter to 149mm depth filter
improves uniform air flow distribution throughout all four
theatres. Substantial reductions in energy consumption
(30%) can be achieved with BMS adjustment, while
delivering a higher rate (50%) of controlled high efficiency
filtered air into the operating theatres. The improvement
extends the HEPA filter life cycle into a 8+ period, noting
HEPA material manufacturers refer to an effective media
shelf life of 12 years. Exceptional circumstances such as
blood staining on the media caused from operations will
affect changeout frequency. Prolonged smoke ingestion
of the HEPA media following lengthy smoke, fire or bush
fire activity if no carbon filter media is used may affect
HEPA filter life through smell. Implementing a formalised
maintenance changeout schedule of HEPA filters will
assist towards managing energy consumption, and
minimising waste.
Table 1 shows an average theatre air change rate/
hour of 27.3 while Table 2 the air change rate is 30.3/
hour. This 11% improvement in air charge rates delivers
a greenhouse gas reduction of 25,090 Kgs/year (-30%)
iii and an HVAC energy reduction of $7,360 (-32%) /yr.
Scaling back on fan energy consumption reduces stress
on the HVAC plant and extends plant equipment life. A
longer HEPA filter life cycle delivers additional savings of
$10,800.

Cost of Installation/Conversion:
1. HEPA filter Deep pleat Installation cost $1,800 per
theatre every 8+ years.
2. HEPA 70mm mini pleat Installation cost $1,800 per
theatre every 3-4 years
3. HEPA Installation/Replacement Saving:
HEPA 70mm mini pleat renew (approx)
	   2.5x @ $1,800 per theatre
= $ 4,500
HEPA mini pleat 70 mm life cycle cost
	   4 Theatres
= $18,000
HEPA deep pleat 149mm life cycle cost
= $7,200
HEPA filter life cycle cost saving
	   comparison
= $10,800
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HEPA filters are a maintenance item, and cost is
incurred when the filter commences to fail. The unknown
cost is the increased energy consumption and higher
greenhouse emissions. Achievement of the required 20
air changes /hour in a theatre, can be obtained with 70
and 149 mm deep HEPA filters, but at what cost? Where
fans operate close to 100% or beyond the efficient design
irregularities will occur in air flow distribution especially
when they become loaded with dirt. The challenge is to
determine the most sensible economic cost for changing
HEPA filters. Increasing the HEPA depth to 149mm assists
by requiring less energy consumption. Achieving a
longer HEPA filter service life without increased energy
costs, remains the objective. The payback for each
theatre investment remains less than two years for the
149mm HEPA filter
Maintenance costs of the system have now been
reduced, this includes fan and pre-filtration costs as the
system is less volume orientated and now operates in
complete balance. Significant energy savings could
be gained in most environments through the use of
better filtration and improved communication across

the trades. A balanced eco-system is often something
that is mentioned within the HVAC industry however
the conversation tends to disregard the importance of
Air Filtration, specifically the ‘nuts and bolts’ nuance of
filtration type, construction and performance. In this
instance the user groups, service providers and the
BMS system are now working in harmony and there is
a commitment to continue this trend at least annually.
All parties now have a greater understanding of the
importance of air filtration and the co-dependency of
associated systems, the theatres will operate with better
efficiency and in-turn better infection control and the
hospital will enjoy the benefit of a lower cost and lower
environmental footprint.

AES Environmental is an Australian manufacturing
company that produces Air Filtration, Dust Collection and
Laminar Flow products.
aesenvironmental.com.au
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FLEXIBLE ON-SITE CAPACITY WITH A MOBILE CSSD
A mobile or modular on-site sterilisation department can ensure continuity during
periods of refurbishment or exceptional demand.
Refurbishing the sterilisation or
decontamination departments of
a hospital - whether it is planned
or the result of an emergency – or
replacing the equipment within
it, can be a daunting prospect.
Additional space will be needed
to set up a temporary facility,
and the entire flow of instruments
within the hospital risk being
disrupted.
Sterilisation and
decontamination departments
are often in use seven days a
week, and are critical for the
flow of patients and procedures
to carry on unhindered. It is also
essential that decontamination of
any instrument used in a hospital
setting meets the latest standards,
including AS/NZS 4187:2014, and
this can be difficult to achieve
with a temporary setup.

Ensuring continuity and
compliance
Hospitals without the space or the
budget to reconstruct a new or
temporary internal sterilisation or
decontamination department have limited options.
Using a neighbouring hospital’s sterilisation facilities
temporarily, or outsourcing the whole process, means sending
instruments to an off-site location. This could lead to delays in
getting vital instruments back to the department, an increased
risk of contamination and the hospital may also need to buy
more instruments to cover the increased ‘downtime’.
Another other option is to deploy a flexible, mobile or
modular solution which allows cleaning to continue taking
place on-site, such as Q-bital’s mobile Central Sterile Services
Department (CSSD) unit, which now available in Australia.
Fully integrated and designed to provide replacement
capacity, it helps hospitals to continue delivering the vital
service of cleaning, sterilising and repackaging of surgical
instruments during a temporary service disruption or exceptional
demand.

A flexible on-site solution
The mobile CSSD units offered by Q-bital are compliant with the
latest Australian standards, and can be brought to any hospital
site, allowing all processes to continue uninterrupted with
sterilisation activity being kept on site, and utilising the hospital’s
existing staff.
Q-bital’s CSSD unit, which is completely stand-alone, takes
care of all this and contains all facilities and equipment needed
for the process. Units contain an integrated RO system with
water softener and brine tank to ensure water quality meets
all requirements, and provide HEPA-filtered environmental air.
Integrations for the hospital’s own track and trace system are
also provided, allowing the hospital to retain control over the
flow of instruments.

Mobile sterilisation
departments have one-way
instrument flow and incorporate
a pre-cleaning area with a
manual clean workbench, washer
disinfectors and steam sterilisers,
a clean packing room and a
post sterilisation processing room,
as well as dirty and clean utility
areas. A staff changing area,
including WC and hand washing
facilities, is also provided for the
comfort of staff working in the unit.

Endoscope decontamination
Endoscopes need even more
specialist cleaning in dedicated
decontamination units which
are specially equipped for
endoscopes and use a high
disinfectant washing process and
purified water. Mobile or modular
endoscope decontamination
units can be used in the same
way to support hospitals that want
to keep this activity on site at all
times.
Q-bital’s endoscope
decontamination solutions
provide separate clean and dirty areas and endoscope flows,
and inbuilt IP65-rated equipment for connecting to the hospital’s
own track and trace system. Duplex Reverse Osmosis water
system, cabinets and sinks, as well as a staff welfare area with
WC and a technical room are also included.
The facility is compliant with the latest standards, including
for fire safety, and can process up to 120 scopes per day. It
provides a spacious, climate-controlled work environment
with natural light, and has been designed and equipped in
consultation with frontline staff.

Suitable for any site
A flexible mobile CSSD or endoscope decontamination facility
can be installed very quickly with a minimum of preparation,
depending on the characteristics of the site. All that is needed
is a relatively flat hard standing area, such as a car park or
concrete pad, along with connections to utilities within a
reasonable distance from where the unit will be placed.
As well as the space required for the unit itself, which is
around 15 x 8 metres, additional space may be needed for
steps, ramps and connecting corridors. Evaluation visits can be
provided if required, and a site survey, risk analysis and support
with planning forms part of Q-bital’s commitment to the hospital.
For many hospitals, achieving compliance with the new AS/
NZS 4187:2014 sterilisation standards will mean remodelling or
upgrading the central sterilisation department, and bringing a
fully compliant mobile CSSD unit on-site will enable this to be
achieved with a minimum of disruption.
Visit www.q-bital.com for a video walkthrough of one of
our mobile CSSDs, and get in touch on info@q-bital.com to ask
about current availability.
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BEHIND THE SCENES DURING THE
COVID-19 PEAK
THE STORY FROM THE QEH
By Louise Jackson, Vinci
Anyone working in healthcare has their own experience from the COVID19 outbreak,
and especially its peak, but what was it like for those working behind the clinical care
frontline in facilities management? Louise Jackson, who leads the VINCI Facilities team
at Queen Elizabeth Hospital Woolwich, told us her story.
As a business, VINCI Facilities teams
work at 11 hospitals across the UK.

O

ne of the things you learn quickly in facilities
management is that not many days are the
same. It’s one of the factors that make the job
interesting and challenging. There’s often something new
to deal with, even though we are working to a plan. That
all changed in March this year. People reading this will
nod their head. Priorities, plans, and day-to-day actions
changed for everyone, formally, once the Prime Minister
confirmed ‘lockdown’. Like us, healthcare workers and
their support teams had some clue about what was
coming down the line and we had been preparing,

but, honestly, nothing can really prepare you for what
COVID-19 meant.
As a business, VINCI Facilities teams work at 11
hospitals across the UK. Many of us in the healthcare
team have specialised in the sector for some time. I am
a senior project manager, and I have been with VINCI
Facilities for over 10 years, previously working at High
Wycombe, Amersham, and Henley hospitals, and now I
lead our team at Queen Elizabeth Hospital Woolwich –
part of Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust. So, we are
an experienced team, but from the moment the UK went
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and executed the work very quickly. It was a true
partnership, playing a key role in helping the Trust to care
for local communities during the pandemic.”

SPLITTING SHIFTS TO MINIMISE
INFECTION RISK

Like other FM teams in healthcare, VINCI’s frontline staff are used to
adapting to and responding to the day-to-day needs of clinical teams
and support workers across the hospitals the business supports.

into lockdown, everything changed for us at the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital, Woolwich.
It is no exaggeration to say that, in reality, while we were
prepared, we still had no idea how much the pandemic
was going to hit us. Regardless, however, there were key
things that I had to address as the manager. The welfare of
my team was always going to be paramount. How much
were any of us at risk? How could we protect our people
and still deliver the services expected of us by clinical
colleagues, not just the client team? Then, we needed to
look forward: to prepare for the peak of admissions being
predicted. What extra duties might our team be asked to
deliver? What role was there going to be for FM and the
NHS Trust’s estates team during the crisis?

GOING BACK TO THE BASICS
In that situation, you need to have a plan, in a sense go
back to the basics. So, we focused on business continuity
(BCP), because like the clinical teams at the hospital,
we knew we had to carry on as normal. That ‘normal’ is
about repairs, maintenance, and refurbishment – keeping
the clinical space functioning throughout. Sometimes it
involves working with our colleagues in VINCI Construction
and our Building Solutions team, where the work is more
about the built fabric: proper hard FM, as it were. It
always means we work very closely with the estates team
from the NHS Trust, which is led by Paul Jackson, CMgr,
Eng Tech, FIHEEM, FCMI, senior Estates manager, PFI &
Contracts for Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust. He
said: “We have worked closely with VINCI for some years.
During the pandemic, the clinical team kept requesting
changes for us in many areas of the building – including
altering ventilation from positive to negative, and fitting
of doors. We also had to deal with the maintaining of
the oxygen supply. Our role was to take on board the
clinicians’ requests, let them know if they were possible,
suggest different solutions if possible, and communicate
this to VINCI Facilities, who responded without question
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So, one of the first things we did was to split shifts to
minimise the risk of infection if anyone fell ill, and create a
rota, so that half the staff had to work from home where
possible, while the other half would be on site. This gave
us some room to be able to adapt as and when things
ramped up – which they did, quickly.
Additional works started to come through thick
and fast: extra doors, walls, and signage put up etc,
which was fine, but almost always came through at
4.30 pm on a Friday afternoon, which did cause some
issues and concerns around obtaining the materials in
large numbers. We found ourselves doing everything
from installing new walls to plumbing in and fitting extra
washing machines and tumble dryers for site staff. A
great example is how we coped with fitting over 100
doors across three floors and the A&E department over a
weekend, and liaising with police and local government,
plus the Port of London Authority, to allow the lorry to
actually deliver the doors, let alone install them.
Paul Jackson said: “VINCI Facilities did an amazing
job: obtaining 100 doors at a few hours’ notice is no
mean feat; the logistics alone was a huge undertaking.
Another example was changes to the ventilation systems,
which could not have been executed without the on-site
team, and especially Alex Boyd and his manager Ian
McFarlane. VINCI also ensured that the oxygen system
was maintained, and enabled us to provide care for the
increasing number of patients requiring this treatment.”

THE PARK PERIOD
March and April were the peak times for the NHS in
the UK, and from our experience as a team, it felt that
London was hard hit. The work we had done to refurbish
and extend wards was focused on coping with the
increased number of beds needed for admissions with
the virus. The majority of these beds needed access
to oxygen to help the patients’ treatment – but that
presented its own set of specific problems. The ventilators
critical to the survival of COVID-19 patients in intensive
care require a reliable flow of oxygen. NHS England
Medical director, Stephen Powis, said that oxygen is ‘the
key supportive treatment to those with lung infection
or disease with COVID-19’, when answering a question
about another London hospital issuing a patient safety
notice about the risk of running out of oxygen.
The Medical Oxygen plant at QEH was under pressure
supplying oxygen around the hospital, and so we had
to take action to ensure that the pipework did not
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In more ‘normal’ times, VINCI Facilities says it
see its role as ‘keeping off the wards as much
as physically possible, and allowing the clinical
teams to deliver their vital, skilled care to
patients’.

freeze over. In the very short term, one of our team was
stationed outside 24/7 to continually run warm water
over the pipes. Welcome to the world of medical gas FM.

WORKING HARD TO DELIVER
SUSTAINABLE IMPROVEMENTS
We then worked hard to deliver sustainable
improvements. Warren Hubbard, VINCI Facilities Sector
director for Healthcare, explains: “No hospital has ever
been designed to have a ventilator at every single
bed space; never have hospitals needed it – until now.
As patient numbers increased, bed spaces became
less and less, with more and more people needing
a ventilator a connected to the oxygen system; the
systems began to show the strain. We had to focus on
what the oxygen system could cope with, and share the
information with the clinical teams”
We worked with colleagues at our Coventry
Hospital contract and our VINCI Technical Engineering
team to share our joint understanding of the hospital
infrastructures and the complex oxygen ‘flow rate’
calculations. This was critical. While the UK media was
fixated on the procurement and manufacture of the
ventilators, we focused on providing the right information

about oxygen flow rate capacity to minimise the risk of
the ventilators failing. Once we did that, we could then
help clinical teams increase the bed capacity in a safe
and sustainable way.

GETTING MEDICAL OXYGEN TO WHERE
IT WAS NEEDED
“Establishing those facts allowed the team to make sure
they had the oxygen where and when it was needed,”
explained Warren Hubbard. “There are many variables
in the calculations – from pipe sizing through to physical
types of ventilators – but the critical factor comes down
to patient flow rates. The original hospital designs did not
allow for a scenario where COVID-19 patients needed
such consistent high flow rates of oxygen with a ventilator
at every bed space. What our teams did was determine
a new calculation method that was rolled out across
all of the hospitals VINCI Facilities support, and that was
quickly taken up across the NHS.”
This type of solution delivery is what we enjoy doing.
After all, FM professionals are problem- solvers. However,
COVID-19 was unique. Despite this, as part of the
business continuity plan, it was important for our teams
to continue as usual – which normally means keeping off
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the wards as much as physically possible, and allowing
the clinical teams to deliver their vital, skilled care to
patients. However, increasingly, during the peak of the
crisis, it began to feel that the usual lines of behaviours
were being blurred. We were all in this together.

CHANGES IN BEHAVIOUR
We could see changes creeping into our own
behaviours. Our team ethic is strong reinforced by
culture, a VINCI Facilities way of doing things. So, when
we had extra engineers transfer to the healthcare team
from other contracts, they fitted in well. We also brought
in some of our apprentices – many of them in their late
teens or early twenties. Things seemed fine, but amidst
the extra workload and shift patterns we were also very
aware of the challenges and sorrow the virus brought
with it on and off the ward. There were some experiences
that none of us had seen before, and duties performed
that never been previously required – particularly by the
younger members of the group. We began to notice
that although the team was pulling together, these
experiences were affecting the team members’ mental
health and wellbeing.

A TIME OF UNCERTAINTY
I wanted to ensure that the team knew that although it
was a time of uncertainty, we were all in this together,
and that we all felt the same. We opened up – I shared
my own feelings and those of the management team. I
explained that what they were feeling was exactly the
same as us, and that I wanted us to all keep talking to
each other, keep checking in with one another. If they
felt that they wanted to speak with a certain supervisor,
manager, or myself, then all they had to do was ask.
Then, to boost morale we had coffee mornings and
Pizza Fridays. One afternoon we thought it would be a
laugh to do a fancy-dress Friday. It went down brilliantly:
the team really took to the idea, and week on week they
came back bigger and better. It bound us together, and
also brought a smile to the face of NHS staff and patients
of the hospital. We even had senior members of the
estates team of Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust join
in, which was fantastic.
Paul Jackson commented: “I found the fancy dress
Friday’s very amusing. As quite a lot of us joined in from
both hospitals, the atmosphere was very laid back, and
added a completely different meaning to meetings. It
was a time to relax a little after an incredibly challenging
week; this brought the teams together really well.”

BE KIND AND BE SAFE
None of this is normal, but we make the best of it. We
start with coffee mornings at 8 am, maybe a bit of PE
with Joe Wicks. One of the best things is we are talking
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to each other more than ever. The motto is: Be Kind & Be
Safe. Helen Knight VINCI Group Health and Wellbeing
manager, said: “Our people are the heartbeat of our
business, and we know that by supporting them with
their mental health and wellbeing, this in turn contributes
towards making VINCI Facilities a great place to be and
work. Throughout COVID and beyond, we dialled up our
‘kindness and compassion’ – supporting and listening to
our workers, recognising that it was completely normal for
people to have anxieties about their work, their families,
their loved ones, and themselves. Everything was strange,
and there was a big element of the unknown – both for
our workers and potential impact to our projects.
“We recognised that many of our workforce were
working extra hard on our projects, such as at the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital, helping to keep the frontline services
going on behalf of us. Louise and the team did a great
job of supporting everyone, ensuring that people who
were able to work from home could do so, for example,
to give them a break from being on site.”

SEEING A DIFFERENT SIDE
One of the many positives is that the NHS Trust is seeing
a different side to VINCI Facilities. We work well with
the Trust anyway, but the shared response to COVID-19
means that it’s more than just a PFI job. It’s obvious we
are an embedded partner, and the feedback from
the client team has reinforced that. Morag Campbell,
General manager of Lewisham and Greenwich NHS
Trust’s Estates team, said, “VINCI’s FM team did an
exceptional job; they have been very reactive and
totally engaged, and it’s a really pleasure to work
alongside them. They did – and still are doing – a great
job.” Paul Jackson added: “I would like to add to this
by saying that due to the commitment, and especially
that of Alex Boyd (Medical Gas AP), who worked every
day during the pandemic, and all our colleagues at
VINCI, we covered everything possible, and they kept all
services running during this demanding time.”
We made it through this peak, but things have not
really slowed down. We have been undergoing checks,
and more checks, and constantly reviewing stock levels.
No one knows enough about the virus – but we have
learned how to manage a hospital in a major public
health crisis, and we believe we are in a much better
position now to cope with the risk of a second wave as
we move into winter.

AWARENESS AND TEAM SPIRIT
The thing that has not changed is our team spirit. We
definitely need to look out for each other. There is far
more awareness around each other’s wellbeing and our
own self-awareness. It sounds like a mixed message, but
I genuinely think it is a good thing that our mental health
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VINCI Facilities worked with
colleagues at its Coventry Hospital
contract and the VINCI Technical
Engineering team to share joint
understanding of the hospital
infrastructures and the complex
oxygen ‘flow rate’ calculations.

first aider is busy; her room is often booked out. Helen
Knight added: “We have a network of trained Mental
Health First Aiders across the business, many of who have
been extra busy over the last few months, supporting
and listening to colleagues’ anxieties and concerns,
while signposting them through to professional support if
required. We encourage workers to be open and honest
about issues that may be impacting their mental health,
which helps to create an environment which promotes
positive mental health.
“We provided additional sessions for our Mental
Health First Aiders during COVID – ‘supporting our
supporters’, to enable them to check in with a
psychologist and ensure that they were able to share any
thoughts, feelings, and worries, that they may have from
carrying out their role during such a challenging time.”

AN ALTOGETHER DIFFERENT CHALLENGE
Like other FM teams in healthcare, our frontline staff are
used to adapting to and responding to the day-to-day
needs of clinical teams and support workers across the
hospitals that VINCI Facilities supports. They are used
to working within the complex, sensitive, and at times
distressing, situations they see day in and day out. But the
COVID-19 pandemic was (and continues to be) different
to anything any of us has seen before. It has brought

into sharp focus the vital role that VINCI Facilities plays to
the NHS’s delivery of capacity bed planning and critical
care.
It has been a tough learning curve for us and for
anyone in FM working in healthcare, let alone our
colleagues in clinical services, but we are stronger
together. That team spirit is crucial. It might sound like a
cliché, but in the NHS, no matter what your role – cleaner,
porter, nurse, doctor, or FM – you play a part in patient
outcomes. Right now, we are all, together, gearing up
again for what the virus might deliver over the autumn
and winter. The journey is not over yet.

Louise Jackson, who leads
the VINCI Facilities team at
Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Woolwich, said: “One of
the things you learn quickly
in facilities management
is that not many days
are the same. It’s one
of the factors that make
the job interesting and
challenging.”
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MULTIPLYING BIOMEDICAL
CAPACITY IN DEVELOPING NATIONS
Making free essential surgical care accessible to people in low income countries is
a bold undertaking which has just been made even more complex by the surgical
backlog created by COVID-19.

Training and mentoring of local
biomedical technicians is a priority
for Mercy Ships during every
10-month field service in subSaharian Africa

C

ommitted to doing more to meet the escalating
need, not-for-profit Mercy Ships prepares to
launch a second hospital ship in 2021, doubling
the capacity to partner with low income countries.
Biomedical technicians play an important role in
the charity’s strategy to help develop more robust
healthcare infrastructures, to see increased healthcare
services provided and to strengthen existing medical
capacity in sub-Saharan Africa.

With 40 percent of the world’s population living
within 100 km of the coast, it makes sense for Mercy
Ships to use ocean-going vessels as transportable
heath care platforms for their work. Volunteer crew
members provide free surgical services to a country for
10 months at a time, simultaneously offering mentoring
and training programs for local healthcare professionals.
Though demographically and vocationally diverse,
the professionals who join Mercy Ships have a single
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The full time health
engineers are essential
to the efficiency of the
hospital ship, and they
take every opportunity
to share their expertise
with local colleagues.

determination to make a lasting, sustainable impact in
the populations they serve.

MULTIPLICATION OF BIOMEDICAL
TRAINING IN AFRICA
When the existing flagship Africa Mercy docked in
Emmanuel Essah’s home country of Benin, West Africa
in 2009, he joined the crew as a translator. In due course
he met one of the Mercy Ships health engineers, and
asked ‘What does a biomedical engineer do?’ The
crew member explained his responsibilities; the repair,
calibration, maintenance and installation of the medical
equipment onboard. Essah says, ‘By the time he finished
explaining, I knew that biomedical engineering was
something I wanted to pursue.’
Several years later, Essah still volunteers with Mercy
Ships. As the vessel’s biomedical manager, he is also
involved with training and upskilling other African health
care engineers in each nation Mercy Ships serves.
Essah is about to undertake an inspiring new project;
managing the 2021 biomeds outfitting in the hospital of
the new Mercy Ship, Global Mercy. He keenly anticipates
working alongside healthcare engineers from Australia
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and around the globe, colleagues who are passionate
to make a real difference with their skills and training
in a short term project. ‘It is a unique and exciting
opportunity to be part of the team that will set up the
medical equipment on the new ship. Being a biomedical
engineer with Mercy Ships will challenge you,’ he states.

A NEW SHIP – A NEW HOPE
There has never been a more urgent time for Mercy
Ships to double their services. This year’s deployment of
the newest hospital ship, Global Mercy, will more than
double the surgical care and medical training Mercy
Ships can provide for people who live in low-income
countries in Africa.
The Global Mercy will be crewed by 600 international
volunteers in medical, maritime and operational roles.
The 174-metre, 37,000-tonne vessel has two hospital
decks and includes six operating theatres, six wards,
isolation, auxiliary services – and a patient ward
sponsored by private donations from Australia.
In addition to providing six surgical specialties
onboard, the medical capacity build teams will serve
alongside their local colleagues, multiplying the impact
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At 32,000 tonnes, the Global Mercy
is the world’s largest civilian hospital
ship

of mentoring programmes. To enhance this capability
the Global Mercy will be outfitted with state-of-the-art
training spaces featuring a simulation lab with virtual
and augmented reality, mannequins and other surgical
training tools. Significantly, a simulated post-op care
space will allow trainers to reproduce local operating
conditions and limitations in order to teach best practices
in low-resource environments.

VOLUNTEER BIOMED OPPORTUNITIES
Healthcare engineers from Australia and around the
world are applying now to volunteer aboard the
Global Mercy to spend from two weeks to a couple
of months outfitting the ship’s hospital. Biomedical
projects on location in port in Antwerp, Belgium in 2021
include commissioning the range of patient-connected
equipment used in a typical Australian hospital; high
and low acuity wards, the ICU and ICU simulation/
training suite, the laboratory, operating theatres,
decontamination and sterilisation (CSSD/CPD), dental
clinic, ophthalmic examination areas and more.
With the installation complete, commissioning
and acceptance testing of the CT, digital X-ray, and
ultrasound imaging systems will be undertaken. They will
be tag-teamed by engineers specialising in respiratory
maintenance engineering or with a solid general
electronics background.
We know that’s a big ask especially in times like these,
when uncertainties abound, health and economic
challenges are constant and the thought of overseas
travel seems impossible – but we know you! Your hearts
are big so we know you’ll give it some thought.

Africa Mercy senior
healthcare engineer
cleaning a microscope in
the operating theatre

The journey to serve with Mercy Ships takes time and
serious consideration which is why, if you are interested in
exploring what’s involved, you can find more information
about volunteer opportunities on the Global Mercy and
the Africa Mercy at mercyships.org.au/bio-med
NOTE: The Africa Mercy is preparing to return to
Senegal in 2021 after the field service was paused in
March 2020 due to COVID-19. The vessel is currently
undergoing maintaience and systems upgrades in the
Canary Islands.
The Global Mercy announcement includes artist
impressions of the on board hospital and an inside look at
the ship build https://youtu.be/sEkYtddOXkM
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HARNESSING DATA TO
MANAGE RISK IN HEALTHCARE
FACILITIES
By Grosvenor Engineering

Healthcare facilities comprise rich streams of data with much of it remaining
invisible. Capturing and properly harnessing this data will allow owners and
occupants to better manage risk and create ‘smart’ buildings. The advent
of IoT technologies is accelerating the collection of data, enabling greater
insights into how healthcare facilities operate. Comprehensively interpreting
data can highlight possible failure points, identify where opportunities may lay
to improve the indoor environment, reduce absenteeism, improve productivity
and decrease costs such as maintenance, energy, insurance and employees.

IOT TECHNOLOGY ACCELERATES THE
COLLECTION OF DATA

INTERPRETING DATA TO IDENTIFY
PROSPECTS

The collection of most data within healthcare facilities
has been derived through what could be termed
‘man-made’ or via Building Management Systems
(BMS). One example is fire extinguishers and the reading
and recording of data on the registration attached to
the device. Currently, a technician must locate each
extinguisher on a regular basis to determine when it was
last tested and weighed.
With the introduction of IoT technology the humble
fire extinguisher can be made to be ‘smart’. Sensors
can alert and send an email or SMS to the building
manager as soon as the pressure in the extinguisher
drops below a pre-determined level or if the device
is removed from its mount. Greater occupant safety is
provided in the event of a fire requiring the use of an
extinguisher with assurance it will be where it should be
and in working order.
A number of IoT devices can now be installed in
healthcare facilities. These devices better manage
people movement and density, monitor comfort
and environmental conditions and assess equipment
performance. For example, HVAC systems in conjunction
with IoT devices can help to avoid excessive energy use
and alert managers to potential failures or breakdowns
prior to them happening.

Analytics and the rapid development of artificial
intelligence (AI) is enabling detailed analysis and
pattern recognition, providing insights into healthcare
facilities that have not yet been captured. For example,
analysis combining weather data and HVAC equipment
maintenance regimes. This combined data identifies
geographic locations in Australia where altered
maintenance programs could be undertaken leading to
reduced breakdowns and economic benefits.
If data is harnessed properly it can produce a myriad
of benefits. These include greater occupant safety;
performance anomalies can be identified alerting to and
identifying potential equipment failures and energy use
can be reduced leading to economic benefits.

OPPORTUNITIES IN HEALTHCARE
FACILITIES
The benefits of IoT technologies are only now starting
to be realised in healthcare facilities. Technological
improvements and cost reductions are leading to
an accelerated update in its use. One of the biggest
opportunities lies within the tens of thousands of B and
C grade facilities. Owners of these types of facilities
typically spend little to nothing on technology that could
improve the performance and safety of their assets.
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New access control systems using mobile phones allow
for an enhanced ability to monitor who can and cannot
enter facilities. Greater security, space utilisation data and
reduced costs can all be harnessed by using IoT technology.
Cyber security solutions that protect data and access
to technical assets which make up the built environment
could also utilise IoT technology. With technical assets
connected via this type of technology an inherent risk lies
to protect systems from hackers.

IDENTIFYING AND CAPTURING
STRANDED DATA SETS
Organisations with the requisite expertise within
healthcare facilities to capture stranded data sets
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are needed. Such expertise can then advise on what
technologies should be used to capture data and
further advise on what outcomes could be expected to
manage cost and risk.

DATA IS THE FUTURE
Hundreds of thousands of people everyday inhabit
healthcare facilities. Safety and comfort are paramount
in these facilities. Through the use of informed data issues
that create risk can be mitigated or removed before
they become hazardous. The implementation of IoT
technology in buildings will mitigate risks and create more
efficient and cost-effective assets.
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MANAGING HEALTHCARE
TECHNOLOGIES:

How to implement current projects whilst
enabling for emerging technologies
Rob Arian
General Manager Medical Imaging Services NBMLHD

ABSTRACT
In this paper we explored the challenges and opportunities facing Clinical Engineering
managers and healthcare providers when implementing a Patient Monitoring Systems
project in a hospital. Whilst this paper studies some of the associated risks to such
projects it encourages the others in the profession to create guidelines towards industry
best practice.
INTRODUCTION
The Patient Monitoring System (PMS) is a critical
monitoring system, it is used for monitoring physiological
signals including Electrocardiograph (ECG), Invasive and
Non-Invasive Blood Pressure, Oxygen Saturation in Human
Blood (SpO2), Respiration, Body Temperature and other
gases etc. In PMS, the multiple sensor and electrodes
is used for receiving physiological signals like as ECG
Electrodes, SpO2 Finger Sensor, Blood Pressure Cuff and
Temperature Probe to measure the physiological signals.
South West Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD)
comprised of six hospitals where PMS is used to provide
care for patients. These hospitals are: BankstownLidcombe Hospital (principal referral hospital), Bowral
District Hospital, Campbelltown and Camden Hospitals
(major metropolitan hospital and a district hospital under
a common management), Fairfield Hospital (major
metropolitan hospital) and Liverpool Hospital (principal
referral hospital).
In early 2017 Clinical Engineering reported a number
of catastrophic PMS systems failures, which resulted in
patient-care delays across the facilities. Majority of the
reported failures were due to asset’s old age and end
of service support. Shortly after, Clinical Engineering
undertook a complete audit of the PMS asset with the
aim of asset replacement planning.

PMS Project Critical Data
Asset’s Age, after initial audit Clinical Engineering
established that 93% of assets associated with PMS across
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the LHD were 10 years and older. The lack of funding and
the general reliability of the PMS up to that point created
an environment where no additional expenditure had
been justified for replacement and upgrade of the
infrastructures and asset.
Utilisation And Requirement, over the course of
PMS usage pre-2017, due to changes in asset/space
utilisation and business requirement, Clinical Engineering
discovered in a number of areas, the PMS is no longer
functioning as per original design and hence a new
system design is required.
Upgrade Vs. Replace, PMS in some areas had
received limited upgrades, which made it upgradable
during the course of this project, however in the majority
of cases the asset is no longer upgradable and had to be
replaced.
Systems Integration, SWSLHD has started the process
for Digital Hospital experience, which is a significant
undertaking. Clinical Engineering engaged ICT to
understand the needs of medical device integration and
requirements.
IT Infrastructure, Clinical Engineering discovered
that the network infrastructure needed to support PMS,
was not standardised and sat on a complete separate
network. This added additional layer of complexity to the
project.
Total Cost Of Ownership, As the installation and
implementation cost varies based on the size of the
deployment, Clinical Engineering strategised the
deployment based of business needs. The more beds
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connected and communicating with the system, the
higher the initial implementation cost. Clinical Engineering
reviewed and analysed the price of patient monitoring
system over 10 years for each facility including annual
service contract, consumables, software upgrades and
technical training.

Planning, The Computerised Maintenance Management
System (CMMS) as well as site surveys were employed to
generate accurate information about the inventory of
bedside monitors of each department at all SWSLHD sites.
Equipment Replacement Prioritisation Scoring system was
developed which included some technical factors such
as age and repair cost with most equipment.
Acquisition, Replacement priority for each
department was established based on their respective
mean replacement scores and a budgetary estimate of
the replacement costs was given. The successful vendor
was contacted to conduct site surveys and provide
implementation planning.
Operation And Maintenance, Based on individual
priority scores, every department was assigned
a replacement priority and given a budgetary
replacement cost estimate. The search criteria included
the relevant departments from each site as well as the
primary components of a physiologic monitoring system;
the central station, bedside monitors, and ambulatory
telemetry systems.
Disposal, the retired asset needed to be removed
and disposed of as the project progressed. Clinical
Engineering in collaboration with other LHDs arranged for
asset donations where possible.

Equipment Function, and Failure Consequence. The
other technical factors of Upgradability, Unresolved
Safety Issues and Accessory Status were assigned risk
weights depending on their effect on the useful life of the
patient monitors and/or patient safety.
Acuity Levels And Configurations, Clinical Engineering
created consistent configurations across all facilities and
departments. This is including bedside monitors size and
configurations.
EMR Requirements, In the design of the integrations
and in the planning for PMS incorporation into the
facilities, clinical staff was asked routinely to provide
input to Clinical Engineering. The interaction between
the teams resulted in: Joint decisions on requirements
and priorities for integration. Agreement on connectivity
requirements. Agreement on configuration of devices
and placement of additional technologies. Agreement
on criteria for measuring successful outcomes.
Systems Security, By taking a proactive approach
to applying system and software patches Clinical
Engineering kept healthcare and corporate information
secure. A vendor service agreement was developed to
include antivirus and anti-malware to defend against
current and future threats. ICT provided the vendor
with the guidelines needed for the organisation’s IT
environment.
Stakeholder Engagement, At the very early stages
of this project Clinical Engineering described what the
project would do for stakeholders and how it could
help serve their agenda within the organisation. The
project team made the project intention very clear.
The successful vendor made separate arrangements to
discuss project implementation with all the stakeholders.

PMS Implementation Planning

Challenges and lessons learned

3 Stage Project

Make the economics work for you, The effect of
spreading the cost of the asset replacement over a
longer period, is that the amount charged in each year
is lower, thus reducing the impact on the operating result
for that year. This approach allows the LHD to maximise
their procurement power by simple bulk purchasing
strategy.
Technical support arrangement (Biomedical
Engineering and End Users), Clinical Engineering
technical team would require additional training.
However by staging the project and implementing
lessons learned, each stage would result in better clinical
support for the end users and technicians.
User Training, Clinical applications training helps
enable clinicians to use patient monitoring equipment
at its highest performance. Early engagement of the
end users would create opportunities to work with the
dedicated Clinical Applications Specialists and provide
training on monitoring products.

PMS Project Execution and Delivery

Financial Restrictions, project total estimated cost 12.6
million dollars, due to district financial and budgetary
restrictions an LFI business application was submitted to
NSW Ministry of Health and was supported to progress.
However a phased approached was recommended
due to financial impact this project would have on
the LHD.
Operational Restrictions, The PMS project had a
significant operational impact. A planned outage and
implementation programs was generated to inform all
the affected areas 60 days in advice with adequate
disruption notice communication going out to each
hospital executive, each department and the LHD
executive team.

Staged Approach
Prioritisation, The order of priority was determined
based on Age, Repair Cost, Reliability, Support Status,
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Choose the fit for purpose platform (today and future),
EMR compatible platforms and ICT infrastructure must be
considered as a priority for the PMS projects.
Define clinical workflows, it’s critical to review asset
usage as part of your replacement strategy. If the asset
is no longer utilised according to the original designs
it’s advisable to increase or decrease the acuity level
for PMS.

Conclusion
Identify opportunities for enabling works, EMR
consideration for the project was prioritised to enable
digital hospital experience through out the LHD. Network
infrastructure was also included in the project in order
to reduce the associated costs for any future ICT
upgrades/needs.
Documentation and proper archiving for future
projects, These documentations were made available
through out the project: equipment specifications
selection criteria and weighting. Copy of purchase
contract covering procurement. Response document
that identifies each item requiring a response from the
vendor. Network design and configurations setting.
Consider your TCO, Equipment standardisation has
the potential to simplify staff training, minimise errors and
reduce maintenance costs and the number of service
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contracts. Additionally, organisations can stock an
inventory of small parts when equipment is standardised.
This allows them to make minor repairs in-house. Contract
compliance brings the benefits of a robust warranty
and service terms, and increased visibility to the starting
price. Strategic sourcing results in aggregated purchase
savings, controlled procurement timeframes, and
automated supplier administration and Heakthshare fees.
After determining the budget, the next step was to
distribute the replacement costs of 12.6 million dollars
over the planning period, from 2017 to 2020. Part of
the capital funds provided by the LHD for medical
equipment replacement was reasonably allocated
towards replacement of bedside monitoring equipment.
The goal of the plan was the allocation of capital
between 1.0 and 3.5 million dollars per year towards
bedside monitor replacement. This goal led to several
replacement scenarios being considered. They were
designed to distribute the replacement cost while
replacing bedside monitors by priority to maintain patient
care and safety.

REFERENCES
Patient monitoring that enables quick, confident and
consistent care; https://www.philips.com.au/
healthcare/solutions/patient-monitoring
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BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO AN
AGEING HEALTH CARE FACILITY
Todd Marshman
Patrick Chambers and Matt Brace

M

etro North Hospital and Health Service (MNHHS)
have embarked on an extensive infrastructure
replacement program at Redcliffe Hospital.
Redcliffe Hospital is a 325-bed regional hospital
located on the Redcliffe peninsula, approximately 28
kilometres north of the Brisbane central business district.
Established in 1965, Redcliffe Hospital has a proud history
of delivering services to the local community.
Since its establishment the mix and breadth of
services have changed, evolving over time to meet
community need. The hospital now delivers a diverse
range of health care services including medical,
surgical, orthopaedic, cancer care, renal dialysis,
maternity, neonatal, rehabilitation, older persons care,
palliative care, emergency and paediatric services. The
hospital provides care both to a local Redcliffe Hospital
catchment and to a broader catchment of the northern
region of Metro North HHS.
The current physical infrastructure available at
Redcliffe Hospital is under considerable pressure and will
not support the projected growth in service demand.
Demand for hospital services over the next 14 years
will outstrip supply because of a growing, ageing and
socially disadvantaged population.
The facility has a number of end of life critical assets
that are planned for renewal and this paper will capture
the most complex and invasive, sitewide upgrades to the
essential and non-essential electrical distribution, chilled
water system replacement and ventilation reticulation
upgrades across the campus.
The projects have been designed and continue to
be constructed in parallel with a number of significant
project interdependencies, all of which required strategic
planning to ensure construction work is delivered on time
with minimal impacts to staff, patients and the facility.
This paper will discuss replacement of supply authority
consumer mains, main distribution switchboards,
generator controls and automation, chilled water system
components including chillers, pumps, headers and risers,
strategic replacement and upgrade of key ventilation
relating infrastructure including end-of-life Air Handling
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Units (AHU’s), ductwork, local AHU pipework connections
and BMS infrastructure.
Project designs and development required extensive
investigations prior to construction including asset
condition assessments, three-dimensional point-cloud
surveys, retrospective and periodic metering, airflow and
smoke testing, microbiological air sampling and swab
testing.
The projects are now in varying stages of completion,
all currently being delivered within a live, fully occupied
operational hospital. The team delivering the projects work
hard to minimize disruptions to physical assets and operation
activities, however this has proved to be a challenge in a
fully subscribed and occupied health facility.
Detailed planning, extensive consultation and welldeveloped project mitigations have been necessary to
ensure the asset renewal work continues with minimal
interruptions to patient care.

The Problem
There are a number of inherent considerations when
upgrading and/or replacing existing infrastructure within
healthcare facilities, particularly existing facilities which
operate 24 hours a day 7 days a week for 365 days a
year. Some of these are:
1. Importance of continuity of supply and therefore
detailing, coordinating and managing all disruptions
2. Risks associated with ageing infrastructure and their
potential failure
3. Evolution of standards and guidelines beyond that for
which the site was originally designed to
4. Evolution of health service requirements within a
facility for which it was not designed.
Also, it is unlikely that the full extent of the problem is
known from the outset; often there are extensive hidden
issues which are unearthed during construction, which is
all too late for pre-planned events and budgets.
The following Process, corresponding case studies and
other noted investigation and consultation/coordination
methods are aimed at identifying a structured manner in
upgrading these existing facilities successfully.
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The Process
General
The upgrading and/or replacement of significant portions
of critical engineering infrastructure in a 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year operational facility is inherently
complex. In these types of projects, unexpected system
failures occurring can jeopardise people’s lives, and a
rigorous process of site investigations, risk identification,
stakeholder consultation and collaboration with site
maintenance teams are required to overcome the
extensive hurdles in mitigating risk and maintaining
patient safety.
So where to start, when it is identified that the
infrastructure of these facilities has reached end-oflife, particularly if its replacement hasn’t already been
strategically planned? How up-to-date are site records
such as as-built documentation? How much do the
Facilities Team know, and how much of that information
is physically recorded; particularly in an aging site?
This paper summarises some of the key strategies
employed throughout the investigation, design and
construction processes of site-wide infrastructure
upgrades of which the principles can be applied to any
existing hospital and system. To assist in articulating these
strategies, examples from the Electrical Reticulation
Renewal Project (ERRP) and Chilled Water and Ventilation
Infrastructure Upgrade Projects at the Redcliffe Hospital
have been used. Note however that not all examples
references this site.
Site Investigations and Due-Diligence
This is probably the most important part of the design
process and if not completed effectively can seriously
impede the construction process and project costs.
Allowing adequate time, resource, and additional
intrusive investigation for this process is an instrumental
factor in the success of the project. When carried out
effectively, the investigation not only allows to accurately
determine what the detailed scope of the project should
be, but it also allows you to identify legacy issues which
perhaps no one knows about.

At Redcliffe Hospital an extensive amount of work was
carried out to critically assess the state of repair existing
infrastructure prior to establishing the scope for the
upgrade works. Risks were identified on the basis of the
likelihood of a failure/incident/problem occurring (based
on professional judgement of design team in consultation
with the Client) and on the severity of its consequence
(based on input from stakeholders), as per the below
Queensland Health standardised risk matrix:
In addition to assessing the state of repair of
infrastructure, a key facet to the due diligence process
(particularly in ageing sites) is to assess the performance
of infrastructure via physical testing of services, with the
utilisation of third-party system specialists where required.
Project-specific examples of the site investigation
process:
Case Study Example: AHU Condition Assessment
As part of the Ventilation Upgrade project, an audit was
undertaken on each major component of the central
ventilation systems, inclusive of 40No AHU’s and over
25No. miscellaneous ventilation systems. The ‘Overall
Assessment’ rating from the condition assessment was
used as an indication of the ‘likelihood’ metric within the
QH risk matrix.
Case Study Example: ERRP Site Audit and Gap Analysis
Report
As part of the ERRP a six week site audit of the existing
electrical infrastructure throughout the site was
coordinated by WGE (now part of Stantec) along
with MNHHS, BEMS and third-party specialists (where
required). From this audit, a GAP Analysis Report was
compiled to identify initial noted risks and to classify these
in accordance with the Queensland Health Likelihood
and Consequence Table. The risks associated with the
condition of each item of infrastructure was reported as
per the following example to the relevant stakeholders:
This process allows the identification items and/or
equipment which need to be mitigated immediately and
a structured plan to be produced for rectifying other less
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critical problems. Furthermore, general, non-plant
specific items were also referenced in the reporting,
similar to the following:
Once the investigation process is completed and
adequately documented, all significant stakeholders
including relevant Clinical staff and the Hospital
Executives in the project should have this presented to
them. This is the first significant milestone in the project
collaboration process, and allows the design team to
establish a scope and to conduct/identify any further
invasive testing/investigation required. It is also important
to remember that no answers have been provided to this

point; this is simply a GAP Analysis of the site as it currently
exists.
This investigation also facilitated the creation of a site
wide submain power distribution schematic.
Case Study Example: 3D Laser Scanning
In congested plant rooms, where significant works are
to be undertaken, 3-dimensional laser scanning proved
pivotal in coordinating the various phases of works and
multiple running concurrent projects on site. At Redcliffe
Hospital the basement chilled water plantroom is
immediately adjacent the Main Electrical Switchrooms
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and shares access and egress routes. There is a myriad of
services within the vicinity that are not accurately picked
up on available drawings, and thus WGE (now part of
Stantec) coordinated the 3D scanning of the space
and subsequent documentation of the services into a
federated Revit model. This allowed detailed assessment
and coordination of multiple project services to be
accurately modelled; this benefited project phasing,
pre-planned multiple project coordination and provided
assurance that existing plant such as chillers etc could
still be moved in and out of the existing facility where
required for maintenance/replacement.
Case Study Example: AHU Zoning Identification
There are over 40No. Air Handling Unit’s (AHU’s) at
Redcliffe Hospital, of varying age, condition and
configuration. A significant hurdle in the scope
identification for the Ventilation Upgrade Project was
accurately establishing the specific areas that are
serviced from large multi-zone central AHU’s. Some of
the largest AHU’s have a coverage of over 1,500m2,
and in a facility of this age the ductwork distribution has
been modified numerous times without being accurately
documented.
The maintenance teams generally have a good
idea of the zones serviced from each AHU, however
for multi-zone units the specific zoning is not always
clear. Through collaboration with the maintenance staff
and interrogation of the BMS (for thermostat positions),
general AHU zone diagrams were produced, such as the
below Ground Floor representation:
Whilst this proved useful in assisting to communicate
the areas that would be effected by works associated
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with these AHU’s, it was not detailed enough to
coordinate works to specific zones served from a single
main branch duct. To further refine this, testing was
undertaken on each AHU system involving physical
witnessing of how each diffuser/grille in the entire hospital
unit reacts to the opening & closing of dampers, and
driving of heater banks on/off, so as to ascertain the
specific zoning of all 40No. existing AHU’s. The same
approach was adopted on site to create site-wide
power distribution zonal plans.
Case Study Example: Chilled Water Performance Testing
The chilled water system at the Hospital has a 40-year
history of ad-hoc expansion, system controls tweaking
and piecemeal replacement of failed components
as and when required. This makes it very difficult to
understand the performance of the system, and
importantly whether or not further load can be taken,
and from where?
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At the outset of the chilled water investigations, a full
site audit was undertaken in conjunction with a thirdparty commissioning agent to establish the quantity
of chilled water being distributed throughout the site.
This included individual flowrate testing of all AHU’s,
performance testing of all pumps, and commissioning
verification of all chillers. As a result of this, a consolidated
site schematic was produced which allowed for
interrogation of pipework sizes and determination of
undersized risers and branches.
Another outcome of this testing was the detailing of
all existing AHU valve details, scheduling of the valve
sizes/types, and commentary on their condition. In a
number of instances condition-related issues were found
with control valves, regulating valves, isolation valves and
pipework/insulation condition.

Case Study Example: Co-Generator Load Performance
Testing
In the site-wide master planning of the Redcliffe Hospital,
there is planned expansion of the Medical Imaging
Department. Part of this planning needed to ensure that
the on-site back-up power generation systems could
accommodate new CT and MRI machines operating on
a mains power failure to ensure the continued safe and
functional operation of the hospital.
Due to the transient loads of this type of imaging
equipment, it was agreed that some simulated testing
would be carried out to determine whether the existing
co-generation system on site could accommodate
these transient load operations that would also inform
the upgrade requirements of the existing electrical
infrastructure on site. In order to simulate this without
disruption to the operation of
the site, a multistage load-bank
was connected into the existing
power distribution system with
loads systematically switched in to
replicate the potential surge in load
required by this medical equipment.
Project Scoping: Stakeholder
Collaboration
This is where the initial stages of
design commence with a focus on
ensuring that resilience, robustness,
and reliability is provided with a new
design but most importantly, looking
at how it is to be implemented
(impact to site, patients and staff in
terms of power loss etc). The most
effective way to do this is to create
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an initial staging strategy for the scope. It’s worth noting
the extensive investigation which has taken place to this
point, without any significant design work having taken
place.
It is important to note from the outset of the design
process that whilst the technical engineering aspects
of the project are important, WGE’s opinion is that the
key to success of the project is having the Clinical Staff,
Stakeholders and Facilities Staff buy-in to the project.
In doing this, it’s important to articulate the long-term
benefits that the project will bring and inform them what
is going to happen, why it needs to happen, and what
does it mean for them.
Therefore, it is important to establish a series of
working groups, comprising complete project, Design
User Groups, Clinical User Groups, Technical User Groups
etc. The following is not an exhaustive list, however,
gives an idea of the extent of involvement and people
required for adequate consultation:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Managers
BEMS
Clinicians (each departmental lead as a minimum)
BTS (Bio-Medical Technology Services)
IT Services/eHealth
Health and Safety Team
Hospital Coordinators
Third Party Specialists
Other projects on site and their respective team
members.
A key requirement of the early workshops is to
determine from clinicians the operational aspects of
each department and the associated criticality to
the facility. Project planning and phasing needs to be
cognisant of these requirements, and the clinicians need
to be involved in this journey and be fully versed on the
impacts of the works to their operations.
Initially, these workshops need to articulate/establish
the following:
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• Why are we doing this and what long-term benefit
does it bring to the site and specifically to their
operation/department.
• Advise what power/system loss might mean to the
department, whether that is total power/system loss,
partial, etc.
• Methods for mitigating power disruption and loss of
supply to departments where needed.
• Maximising preparatory works to minimise downtime
• Building works required; infection control
• Daily coordination with departments impacted by
works and BEMS
• Patient Safety and Emergency is a Priority
• GO / NO-GO processes
• Total mitigation of disruption to power loss is often not
possible.
The following images illustrate some of the workshops
which took place during the ERRP with the clinical staff to
understand what power loss means to their department:
The outcome of these sessions help to establish a
pathway which informs the design, documentation and
ultimately assist in articulating to the Contractors how the
project can be constructed in this critical environment.

Design Staging
Further to the stakeholder collaboration, this will also assist
in establishing a road map in the construction process;
main critical infrastructure can’t just be turned off and
replaced.

Main critical infrastructure in live Hospital environments
cannot be simply turned off and replaced. In many
cases the only feasible way of undertaking site-wide
infrastructure upgrade/replacement/renewal works are
to do so in stages.
Strategic project staging developed via extensive
stakeholder collaboration has been key to the success
of the replacement projects at Redcliffe Hospital. The
following illustrations provide examples of the staging
concept sketches (which also has supporting schedule/
narrative) that were created as part of the ERRP and
CHW projects in a format which all could understand.
All of these processes and interaction assist in
the creation of detailed tender and construction
documentation to ensure that accurate pricing and
contractors with suitable experience can be identified in
delivering these complex projects.
Case Study Example: Electrical Reticulation Renewal
Project (ERRP):
The following illustrates the creation of a new Main
Switchroom on site with the corresponding removal of
existing and provision of new main switchgear in a
staged and structured manner.
Furthermore, the below schematics illustrations
were provided to the team to explain how the main
transformer consumers mains changeovers/migrations
were to occur. The use of colours here proved to be
great visual indicators.
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Case Study Example: Chilled Water Header
Replacement
A staging plan was created to demonstrate to the
team how the existing chilled water headers were to be
replaced whilst maintaining continuity of chilled water
supply to the facility. These illustrations were further
developed during contract documentation phase into a
6-stage changeover strategy.
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Construction Delivery
The communication doesn’t stop at Construction Stage,
in fact it becomes even more critical. Construction
communication is considered to be the key element
during delivery to ensure that all of the hard work
during the investigation and design process is not lost. The
main processes which are key to this success are
the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly Site Attendance by Principal Consultant.
Daily Toolbox and Impact Talks
Two-week Look-ahead Programme
Fortnightly Contract/Site Progress Meetings
Weekly NIA (Notice of Impact Assessment) Meetings
Constantly Assessing Impacts and Coordination with
Facility
• NIA formal submission and sign-off

• Impact Management Plans (IMP)
• Other projects impacted
Obtaining the correct team is paramount in the success.

Lessons Learned
The following images illustrate a latent condition
discovered during construction; sub-insulation surface
corrosion to some existing submain power distribution
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cables. These cables visually looked in good condition
and tested for compliance with AS3000 requirements.
These cables we5re replaced with new causing a
significant variation to the project.
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The primary take-home from this process is to “Expect
the Unexpected”, even with extensive project duediligence, existing sites always uncover something….
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with the installation of Tristel RA.

TRISTEL NEW ZEALAND: +64 (0) 7 5771560 -mail-nz@tristel.com
TRISTEL AUSTRALIA: 1300 680 898 - mail-au@tristel.com
FOLLOW US: @TristelGlobal
For Tristel patent information please visit: http://www.our-patents.info/tristel - Copyright © Tristel Solutions - Mkt-Adv-1388-1 - October 2020
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FULL STEAM AHEAD

THE ANSWER FOR STERILISATION AND THERMAL LOADS
In more recent issues, we have discussed the benefits of clean
steam for sterilisation and how this helps provide security for sterile
loads within CSSD however in this issue we will explore the wider
energy benefits when considering the system as a whole.
To re-cap, it all boils down, excuse the pun, for the need
of heat energy. Traditionally this energy has come from the
combustion of fossil fuels but, as it is not practical to light a fire
under every process that needs heat energy, steam becomes an
ideal medium as it retains a large volume of heat energy relevant
to its mass, gives up its energy when condensing and can be
transported easily (i.e simply via pressure drop) .
As we pointed out in volume 43, the desire to move away from
fossil fuels is constantly evolving however this doesn’t disclude the
fact that steam itself remains the most efficient energy carrier.
What changes is the way its generated and how its utilised. Often
it’s thought an alternative means for heat generation can be via
electricity however the infrastructure required to generate and
supply (both transmission and distribution within a HSO facility)
in comparison would be immense. In addition if the power grid
supplying a HSO is still generated by fossil fuels, then the question
is posed, “how does this change anything”. Its just adds more
load to the grid, not reduce it.
The combustion of fuel to provide energy to thermal processes
will continue to be a key consideration, but this is not to say that it
cant be done in a renewable fashion. Biomass and hydrogen are
possible renewable energy sources that are in the not too distant
future and in the mean-time, locally steam systems can be made
more efficient by focussing on energy recovery and utilising the
thermal capacity of the plant to service as many energy using
assets as possible, reducing the need for other energy sources.

This can be in combination with site based renewables such as
solar and or co / tri-generation.
The basics still have their place, improving condensate return
volumes, recovering energy from flash or low pressure sources
and considering high efficiency burners for steam generation are
all widely available however what of other waste heat streams.
Hot flue gasses, compressors, chillers, solar and even hot effluent
can be considered a potential source of thermal exchange,
recovering energy and saving on thermal loads in other areas of
the hospital.
In summary, there are many ways of creating a thermally
efficient, sustainable and economical steam plant whilst not
compromising on the evolving need for improved sterility and
repeatability of the sterilisation process. Using steam as the
energy transporter remains the universal choice for meeting
the a HSO’s thermal needs, we just need to be smarter on how
heat is re-captured and utilised. As always, we must continue to
measure and monitor our energy intensity in order to justify and
uncover energy saving opportunities in a HSO and as thermal
generating sources become more advanced, will ultimately
improve environmental sustainability. Regardless steam remains
relevant and should be part of a evolving HSO’s infrastructure.
https://www.spiraxsarco.com/global/en-AU/contact-us

Figure 1 – A modern steam plant layout
Figure 2: A General overview for Steam utilisation in
a Hospital
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MTA COOLING SOLUTIONS FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MTA cooling systems are widely applied within modern medical
facilities, specialising in imaging and oncology technologies, for
the cooling of MRI, LINAC and PET machines.
MTA SpA have been focused towards product development
to meet the upcoming ERP2021 energy reduction program for
Europe as well as meeting local energy benchmarks in Australia.
Key development areas for the MTA range of air-cooled
water chillers include:

range also provides a choice on refrigerant type, standard with
R410A or option of a lower GWP refrigerant, R545B.

For further details on the MTA product range visit our website
www.mta-au.com or contact us on 1300 304 177 / email
sales@mta-au.com.

TAEevo Tech:
This range of scroll compressor air-cooled process chillers now
covers nominal cooling capacities between 8 to 259 kWr as
well as introducing key energy saving technologies such as
electronic expansion valves, variable speed condenser fans and
oversized condensers to reduce compressor discharge pressures
and increase maximum ambient run temperatures.

Aries Tech 2:
Complete redesign of the Aries Tech scroll compressor air cooled
chiller range.
Now offering nominal cooling capacities of 162 to 945kWr,
this range now comes as standard with shell & tube evaporators,
V configuration condenser coils, optional internal chilled water
buffer tanks with choice of single or dual water pumps. This

EFFECTIVE LIFE CYCLE PLANNING
As the health care sector emerges, cautiously, from the pandemic
enforced lock down, stiff competition from core business for
increasingly constrained budgets is likely to be the order of the day.
In this environment a major challenge for healthcare engineers
will be securing support for asset replacement projects. It has
always been the case, understandably, that business cases for the
replacement of non- core assets such as chillers and boilers are
much more difficult to make than those for the replacement of
core business assets.
Of course there are many reasons for this that include:
• It is difficult to make the case that an asset requires
replacement when it appears to be operating effectively;
• Engineering assets often fail in service gradually and
stakeholders get used to ‘living with’ the inconvenience
of unreliable operation- making it difficult for the need to
replace them to be perceived; and,
• Key decision makers typically have a better understanding of
the need for core business assets than they do for non- core
business assets.
Faced with these challenges a number of healthcare
engineers are turning to RMIT’s CAMS life cycle modelling tool
to help communicate their long term asset replacement needs
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to senior management. Developed over the last twelve years
by PhD students using a range of statistical analytical tools, a
suite of 900 curves have been developed that model asset
degradation over time. These curves are initially applied at
individual asset level. CAMS then uses a self- learning algorithm
informed by asset condition data, that is uploaded over time, to
model how each individual asset is deteriorating in the field.
Asset data can be analysed and reported at both micro
and macro level, assets can be classified in any way the client
specifies, for example from the point of view of risk, priority or
asset type.
Key to CAMS’s success has been the ability to present
technical data about asset life in a way that is intuitive to senior
management from a non- technical background.
A large number of healthcare organisations, throughout the
country have found success in deploying CAMS and see it as an
essential tool in planning asset replacement activities. Helping to
prioritise these works over time and to manage the expectations
of senior stakeholders. Particularly when planning major items of
future capital expenditure.

For further details please visit our website
www.macdonaldlucas.com

